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PREFACE

When I started to work on the present study, I was firmly

determined to write an empirical dissertation. My original

intention was to apply the so-called product cycle theory to

some Swedish e xp o r t ab l.e s . But the more I studied this theory,

the more unclear it appeared to me. Instead I became increasingly

interested in one of its fundaments - imperfect competition -

and ended up writing an entirely theoretical thesis on issues

with only a very weak, if any, connection to the product cycle

theory.

Many people contributed in different capacities. My first

thought goes to my family and to my friends Peter Brundell, Lisa

Adebo, Mia Lindqvist, Per Hedberg and Per Warnegard. I am truly

grateful to them for their patience with me.

I was lucky enough to have the opportunity to carry out the

work at the Institute for International Economic Studies at the

University of Stockholm - an advantage that can hardly be

overemphasized. The Institute offers an environment that is

ideally suited for research with its competent research and

secreterial staff and prominent visitors. There are in particular

two collegues to whom I am indebted: Lars Svensson and Tors ten

Persson. Lars was my thesis adviser. His efforts, however, went

far beyond "hat a student can expect. Lars was always ready to

read and discuss my attempts at formulating and solving theoretical

problems, always willing and able to explain what I did not

understand. Torsten, with his creative mind and positive dis

position performed much the same task. It may seem as a cliche
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that without their guidance and encouragement the work would not

have been completed, but it is nevertheless not far from the truth.

I also benefitted from valuable help from other collegues at

the Institute. Car I Hamilton and Assar Lindbeck, in particular,

provided guidance and much-needed moral support, as did Refik Erzan,

Harry Flam and Peter Svedberg.

The international contacts of the Institute were of major

importance to the study. Avinash Dixit, Princeton University,

was an inspiring teacher during my stay at the University of

Warwick, where he held a chair at the time; Elhanan Helpman,

Tel-Aviv University, stimulated my interest in imperfect competi

tion in international trade, as did Wilfred Ethier, University

of Pennsylvania, and Henryk Kierzkowski, Graduate Institute of

International Studies, Geneva; discussions with Gene Grossman,

Princeton University, influenced the chapters on wage formation;

Assaf Razin, Tel-Aviv University, at an early stage made a specific

suggestion which eventually became chapter two and thereby got me

started. I am grateful to them all for their intellectual stimulus

and moral support.

The secretaries at the Institute minimized my practical

problems with skill and patience: Birgitta Eliason provided

invaluable help in administrative matters; Sholeh Blom efficiently

(and several times) typed major parts of the "final" version of

the manuscript; Caroline Burton, Edda Liljenroth, Anita Oxenham,

Brita Slotorup and Ann-Marie Soler assisted in typing or in

editorial matters.

Jorgen Appelgren and Anders Forslund helped me by checking

some of the calculations. It was with mixed feelings I saw the
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many errors they found. I am furthermore grateful to David

Brownstone, Ragnar Lindgren and Mats Persson for accepting

the tedious task of being discussants of various chapters

in seminars at the Stockholm School of Economics.

Finally, financial support from Jacob Wallenbergs

Forskningsstiftelse, Humanistisk-Samhallsvetenskapliga

Forskningsradet, and Riksbankens Jubileumsfond is gratefully

acknowledged.
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CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION

Perfect competition is by far the most thoroughly analyzed

market structure in post-war economic theory. Adherents to the

model of perfect competition justify its use by arguing either

that its underlying assumptions are resonable and analytically

convenient approximations of the real world, or that the model

explains real world events well. These arguments are, however,

not valid in many important instances.

First, most economists agree that the basic assumptions

underlying the perfect competition model are often questionable

on empircal grounds. Products are often differentiated, rather

than homogeneous; cars, stereo equipments, and cameras are

typical cases. Fixed costs, due to e.g. Rand D or distribution

investments, give rise to falling average costs. Some markets

are dominated by one or few firms and these firms do certainly

not take the price of their products as given. Furthermore,

many factor markets also seem to fit poorly into the perfect

competition paradigm. Markets for two important factors - labor

and oil - are clearly characterized by strong non-competitive

features. The oil market has the last decade been strongly in

fluenced by a producer cartel and a small number of oligopolistic

retailers. The labor market has, in particular in many European

countries, been characterized by collective bargaining between

large employers (federations) and trade unions, rather than by

decentralized wage setting.

Second, it is easy to find many contemporary real world
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economic problems on which analyses within the perfect competition

framework have thrown little light. For instance, international

trade has increased dramatically since World War 11, and in par

ticular has intra-industry trade expanded. It is estimated that

around fifty percent of world trade is of the intra-industry type. l

It has not been possible to construct models that are based on the

basic assumptions of traditional trade theory, (i.e. on homogeneous

products, constant returns to scale, and perfect competition), that

are able to generate this type of cross-hauling of similar products.

Another example is provided by one of the major macroeconomic issues

during the last decade - the unemployment problem. Its origins

have probably differed to some extent across countries, but it seems

that too high real wages are at least part of the problem in the

smaller European market economies. But despite persistent un

employment, real wages have failed to adjust sufficiently in these

economies.

Since these issues (and others) are not understandable within

the theory of perfect competition, it seems required to base the

search for clues to these phenomena on other premises about market

structure and individual agents' behavior. This is indeed the

strategy of the present study.

The following five chapters are all attempts to crossbreed

different fields in economics. The important unifying theme is that

in all chapters elements of imperfect competition are introduced

into fields where perfect competition has been the predominantly

assumed market structure. Chapters 11, III and IV deal with

imperfect competition in the goods market. The type of model
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employed in these chapters 1S inspired by the literature on indus

trial organization, and it has recently been employed in inter

national trade theory for analyses of intra-industry trade.

Chapters V and VI study imperfect competition in the labor market,

in the form of a monopolistic trade union. The issues studied in

these chapters are usually found under the heading of macroeconomics,

but the methods stem partly from labor economics.

The following sections give a brief background to, and a

selective presentation of some approaches that have been employed

in the previous literature to model imperfect competition. Sections

2 and 3 also contain short presentations of chapters 11 through IV,

and V plus VI, respectively. Section 4, finally, gives some con

cluding remarks.

1. IMPERFECT COMPETITION IN ECONOMIC THEORY

The awareness of imperfect competition is very old indeed;

it was Aristotle (341 B.C.) who coined the expression "monopoly". 3

But even though the phenomenon was well-known, and utterly disliked,

it was nevertheless not subject to much stringent analysis by

economists, until Cournot (1960) in 1838 published his path

breaking analysis. Marshall (1920), the patron saint of the theory

of monopolistic competition~ who's emphasis on marginal analysis

was inspired by Cournot, developed further the analysis in a partial

equilibrium framework. 4

The foundation of the present theory of monopolistic' competi-

tion was laid early In the tYJOs by Charnbe r l i n (1933) in

of Monopolistic Competition, and by Robinson (1933) in Economics
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the

These studies ended a debate, known as

tllat had started with an article

by Sraffa (1926). He claimed that firms cannot have decreasing

average cost in a perfectly competitive equilibrium, since. this

would run counter to the assumption of profit maximization.

Several well-krl0wn economists contributed te) the debate, including

e.g. Harrod, Pigou, Robbins and Schumpeter. The concept introduced

by Cb amb e rLi n (1933) and Robinson (19.33), tlLatmanaged to end this

debate by combinillg internal lncreas retllrns to scale witll com-

petition, was that of

The theory of ITlonopo].istic competition was anticipated by many

to revolutionize economic analysis, but it did not 1.ive up to these

expectations. The literature after \...Jor l.d \"Ta r 11 on imperfect conr-

petition was instead mainly concerned with markets with few firms,

and wi t h game theory.5 But the market structure analyzed in this

literature wa s mainly perfect. competition. General e qu il i b r i urr.

analysis, founded by in particular Walras (lgS4) early in the

19005, aT1J cast. into a more rigoYc)uS framework by Arrow and

Debreu (1954), took its starting point in this analytically more

straightforward framework. By the early 70s this analysis had

reached a point of considerable mathematical complexity. The

applicability of the derived results was, however, often less

impressive than the complexity of the methods used.

Professional discontent with the perfectly competitive frame

work increaseJ during the 70s. In its defense it was argued that

under certain conditions, the model could describe the economy to

which an imperfectly competitive economy converges, when the
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that were originally developed by Chamberlain (1933) and Robinson

(1933) .

This theory of monopolistic competition rests on two malO

assumptions: first, every firm has internal increasing returns to

scale, and second, each producer's product has no perfect, but

many imperfect, substitutes from the consumer's viewpoint. As

a consequence of the first assumption, only a limited number of

differentiated products are produced in equilibrium. Due to the

second assumption, every producer has some degree of monopoly

power, but he also faces some competition from producers of irnper-

fect substitutes.

The recent theoretical literature on intra-industry trade has

used a couple of different models to represent product differentiation.

That is, different assumptions have been made concerning properties

of the space in which products are located. These models have recently

been surveyed by Helpman (1983), and the presentation of them here is

therefore very brief.

2.1 or

Recent intra-industry trade models fall into either of two

principal groups, according to the assumptions made about the

product space. The two categories are similar In that there is

demand for all products 1n the respective product space, but they

differ in how these demand functions are derived.

One group, using an approach developed by Spence (1976), and

Dixit and Stiglitz (1977), takes as its starting point that

[t]he (strict) quasi-concavity of the utility function
rnc an s that the consumer desires to consume a 'u(lY''Z:ety
of commodities rather than to consume anyone commodity.

(Takayarna (1974, p. 150)).



It assumes the existence of a representative consumer who s e pre

ferences are represented by a Constant Elasticity of Substitution

(CES) utility function. This function has the property that each

product is an equally good or bad substitute for every other product,

and it usually gives rise to positive demands for a large number of

products.

The other group of models, on the contrary, assumes that every

consumer prefers one particular good, and that he purchases one

product only - the one that is the best substitute for the most

preferred variety. Consumers' tastes are represented by a one

dimensional geometric device, along which all products are ordered.

One point corresponds to the consumer's most-preferred specification,

and the further away from this point a product is located, the less

the utility derived from consuming it. But individuals differ In

their most-preferred variety, and with consumers distributed con

tinuously along the product spectrum there will be demand for all

products in the aggregate.

Two different representations have been used in the latter

approach 7 Lancaster (1979, 1980) assumes that the product space

lacks end-points; an infinite line or tl1e circumference of a circle

describes this type of product space. Eaton and Kierzkowski (1983),

on the other hand, instead use a finite line. Ihis difference has

very strong impacts. With the finite line approach, firms located

at both end-points of the line face competition from one direction

only, and are thus more protected than other firms. But this in

turn has ramifications for adjacent firms, and hence the location uf

a firm will influence its choice of quantity to produce or price to

charge. This decision is immaterial in the Lancaster f r arnewo rk ,
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considered is whether regulation of every firm's output volume

(leaving entry and exit decisions free), or regulation of the number

of firms (leaving output decisions free), is the most welfare

improving second-best policy for cases where the number of firms

in the market equilibrium is not socially optimal. It is assumed

that the regulation in itself is costless, and that information

is perfect. The chapter investigates to what extent the answers

to these two questions are affected by the absolute size of the

economy, as measured by its factor endowment (number of workers).

Changes in the size of the factor endowment can either be interpreted

at the result of growth, or the opening up of international trade.

The economy under consideration is similar to the one studied

ln chapter 11, except that there is just one factor of production.

It is assumed that the number of firms n is not generally large

enough to justify the approximation that Iln = O. The elasticity

of demand facing an individual producer in equilibrium IS therefore

not constant, contrary to what IS usually' a s s urne d wi t h i n the

Spence-Dixit-Stiglitz f r amewo r k , Instead the elasticity increases

in the number of finns, Clnd as <3 consequence the nature of the

equilibrium solution depends on the number of firms, and hence on

the size of the total economy. It is shown that "excess" diversity

in the market equilibrium is more likely the smaller the economy is,

and that for sufficiently large economies there will be "too l i ttl e "

diversity, relative to our welfare criterion. Furthermore, it

turns out that in the very large economy regulation of the number

of finns improves welfare more than controlling their output levels.

Customs unions, the topic of chapter IV, have attracted the

interest of many economists since the pioneering analysis by Viner
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(1950). There is a large body of tbeoretical analyses of tbeir

effects on resource allocation and welfare. The lion's sbare of

this literature is concerned with economies in wh i.ch a fixed number

of goods (usually t wo or three) are produced under constant r et u r ns

to scale, and traded on perfectly competitive markets. As argued

above, these assumptions are not valid for a large share of goods

produced today, nor is such a characterization consistent with a

substantial part of the present trade flows. The purpose of

chapter IV is to take a step in the direction of analyzing how

customs unions affect resource allocation and welfare in economies

with product differentiation and imperfect competition. In par

ticular, the chapter focuses on issues that are not present In

traditional analyses, such as how customs unions affect the degree

of product differentiation.

An analysis of customs unions requires at least three countries.

In chapter IV it IS assumed that two similar economies with some

developed country characteristics have formed a customs union~ and

hence levy the same tariff on a third country, which is taken to

be a less developed country. The DCs both produce differentiated

goods, and a homogeneous good, whereas the LDC produces the latter

only. It is shown among other thir.gs that if the member countries

jointly increase their common external tariff the number of produced

varieties will be reduced proporticnally in both the DCs. Further

more, if both the DCs introduce a tariff on the partner's differen

tiated goods, there will be a relative reallocation of production

of differentiated goods from the srraller to the larger partner.

It is even possible that the larger partner's output of these

goods r i s e s .
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understood by a trade union; OY, that the union's basic outlook is

more Keynesian, signifying that the union does not believe 1D any

wage-employment trade-off.
1 l

Underlying the present study is the view that it is, at least

for some purposes, meaningful to treat trade unions as rational

economic agents. It does not seem to be inherently more difficult

to analyze trade unions than to analyze other organizations that

are treated as economic units, such as families, corporations or

nations.
12,

13 Studies of these organizations should benefit as

much as should trade union analyses by

"[e]ven the most primitive cliches of politics
sociology and psychology ... "(Ross(l948, p , 7».

Acceptance of the notion that traditional economic analysis

18, for some questions, applicable to trade unions, does not imply

agreement with any particular characterization of trade UDlon

behavior. All that is accepted is that their actions may be viewed

as rational attempts to achieve some targetCs), given certain per-

ceived constraints. The problem of identifying these targets and

constraints still remains to be solved.

The next subsection briefly presents various ways of represen-

ting trade unions' internal organization and targets, and some

approaches to the union-employer relationships are presented in

subsection J.J.

3. 2 The Tr>ade '8 Irit.evnal. OY'gan1::..~atlon and Obi ecti oee

The formal literature usually depicts the trade union as a

unit. A manifestation of this is that the organization can be

characterized by some objective function. However, since the
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union comprises a number of individual members, there is a question

of exactly how the objective function is derived.
1 4

The literature

here falls into two broad categories.

Studies in the first category assume a un i on objective function,

without making explicit its relation to individual members' preferen-

ces. The union is treated as a '~lack box", such that only the out-

come of the internal processes - the union's objective function - is

observable. Frequently, these functions are said to represent the

union leadership.

A variety of different trade unlon objectives have been sugges

ted. One of the most commonly adopted in the earlier literature

was maximization of the total wage bill of the union membership.

It was suggested by Dunlop (1944), who also listed a number of alter

native conceivable objectives. Dunlop (1944), Rosen (1970), and

de Menil (1971) all propose that the union might seek to maximize

the "rent" from unionization. A large membership is sometimes

claimed to be an objective, in particular lD studies where the

preference function is supposed to represent the preferences of

the union leadership. The most general approach is to simply

postulate an objective function without specifying exactly where

it stems from. The student then includes whatever arguments are

conceived of as being appropriate; Fellner (1947), Fellner (1949),

Cartter (1959), and Rees (1962) constitute early examples of this.

The disadvantage of this ad hoc approach is that it is hard

to discriminate between different representations on any priori

ground - witness the proliferation of proposed union objecti_ve

functions. Also, it is difficult to predict the change in a
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decision to the employer, but sets both the wage and the quantity

hired, and leaves it to the employer to accept or not. By offering

a sufficiently high profit level, the union can ensure that the

wage proposal is accepted.
18

Ihis type of union is strong enough to force the employer off

the derived demand curve for labor; that is to hire a non-profit

maximizing number of workers. The union acts as a perfectly discrimi

nating monopolist, extracting all the "consumer surplus". To emphasize

the uniou's strong bargaining position, it could be referred to as

the "coercive" un i ori ,

A third model, employed by Fellner (1949), and later used by

e.g. McDonald and Solow (1981), explicitly considers the wage forma

tion process as a two-agent bargaining game. This approach is here

referred to as the "hQY'[faining" union.

There is one major difference between the monopoly union model,

on the one hand, and the coercive union and the bargaining union

model, on the other: the monopoly union solution is not efficient, as

could be expected considering the price or quantity setting mono-

polistic feature. There are usually combinations of lower wages

and higher employment levels that both the union and the employer

prefer relative to the monopoly solution. Hence, by moving away

from the labor demand curve both parties could gain. In the equi-

librium case of the coercive or the bargaining union, however, all

such gains are realized - the solution is on the contract curve.

One would expect that the inefficiency of the monopoly un~on

solution would make it a less common solution in situations where

the union bargains with one, or a few, employers: the gains from

moving to the contract curve should in these cases exceed the
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additional bargaining costs t}lerefor. The monopoly union, on the

other hand, seems pr-i.or-i. a better representation of cases where

the buyer's side consists of a larger number of employers, coordi

nated through a federation. If both employment levels and wages

were to be negotiated, the federation would face severe problems

in determining how to allocate the agreed employment. This would

require too much information about individual firms to be practi

cable.
19

There is also a major difference between the bargaining union

model, on the one hand, and the monopoly and coerCIve union models,

on the other: the solution is cooperative in the former case, but

non-cooperative in the latter two. The former approach suffers

from the usual weaknesses of this sort of cooperative game. First,

it is usually difficult to establish the range within which the

negotiated wage wi 11 lie (i.e. to find the "threat-points"). Second,

there are a variety of possible solution concepts, which are all

more or less hoc. Exactly where in the established range the

solution will occur is determined by relative bargaining power, and

such a concept can be difficult to meaningfully formalize.
20

Before presenting the contents of chapters V and VI, it should

be pointed out that there are several important areas in the litera

ture on trade unions that have not been dealt with here, such as

determinants of the degree of unionization, the extent to which there

are union-non-union wage differentials, determinants and effects of

labor disputes, determinants and effects of the level at which union-

employer negotiations are conducted, the impact of trade unions on

locome distribution, trade unlons and macroeconomic performance, etc.

Hence, this very brief survey does not give a correct account of the

richness of the literature on trade unions.
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approacll for anal.yses of the issues focus sed upon here, and

applications of the bargaining union model migllt provide new

insights.
2 1

However, when evaluating the pros and cons of these

models, one should take into ar c oun t the fact that b o t.h chapters

V and VI are mainly concerned witll the direction of 1n

wages and employment, rather than their levels; i v e . they seek

qual.itative, rather than quantitative, answers. It remains to

be seen whether these variables move in t h e same or the opposite

direction with other approaches. This is an area for further

research.

Another somewhat unsatisfactory assumption for analyses of

economies with centralized wage-setting is the assumption that

the trade union perceives a dO\\IL1Ward sloping demand curve for

labor. The influence of Keynesian thinking has been strong, not

least among trade unions, and it is therefore questionable whether

unions have believed in an aggregate vlage-emplo}"ment trade-off.

This is probably a problem in particular for analyses of the period

up to the mid 70s. The development of models based on otller per

ceptions tllan tIle classical demand curve for labor is ttlerefore

another important a r e a for future research.

Tile purpose of cllapter V is to study some aspects of the re

lation between the size of the public sector and total unemployment

in an economy with a private and a public sector where all privately

employed workers are organized in a union that sets the private sector

wage. The analysis is inspired by the present discussion of the

actual and the appropriate role of the public sector in today's econo

mies.
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The chapter's basic idea is that the divergence in interest

between more and less senior workers might be of importance for ques

tions involving the movement of workers from one sector to the other.

To capture these differences 1n interests, a slightly altered version

of the median-voter model developed by Grossman (1983a, b) is employed.

Three points are made in the chapter. First, it is shown that

lTI this ecc"lnorny the long run unempluyment rate is unambiguously lower,

the larger the public sector, for a given income tax rate on workers.

Second, it is pointed out that there might exist a ratchet-type effect

in the wage setting process, in the sense that the wage increases

immediately in response to an increase in the size of the public

sector, whereas the wage adjusts sluggishly downwards when the public

sector contracts. As a consequence, a once-and-for-al1 reduction in

the size of the public sector might cause "longer" term and possibly

even permanent unemployment. However, it is argued that by using

appropriate tax policies, the unemployment could be reduced. Finally,

it is shown that an err.pLoymen t s tab i Li za r i on policy that is based on

public sector interventions into the labor market, not only stabilizes

employment, but might also have long run allocational effects, in

that it reduces expected long run private employment.

Chapter VI considers implications for wages and employment

of an employment stabilization policy that works through direct

increases in public sector employment or direct subsidization of

pri vate firms. The focus is, in particular, on how the trade union I s

awareness of this employment policy affects the union's wage decision.

The wage level determines the private sector employment, and might

therefore in turn trigger off public sector stabilization measures.
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Since the issue of maIn interest is the interrel_3tion between

actions undertaken by the government and the union, and not the

union's internal political processes, the representative member model

is used to describe the union, for anal.ytical convenience. This

choice is, however, not crucial; other union representations would

give qualitatively the same results.

There is again a private and a public sector, but here the trade

union organizes workers in both sectors and it sets a uniform wage

for all employed workers. Unemployment is randomly allocated, workers

are in all aspects identical, and hence there exists a representative

member. This worker has (derived) preferences defined not only over

wages and employment, hut also over consumption of the public sector's

output.

The chapter shows that if the trade unlon perceives the public

sector's stabilization pal.icy, the unl.on will increase the wage until

the benefit from the resulting expansion of the public sector is just

outweighed by the induced costs in terms of higher taxes. Hence, the

policy might lead to a structural transformation of the economy, with

a larger public sector, and a correspondingly smaller private sector.

Furthermore, since the government is assumed to accommodate only

part of the resulting unemployment, the employment s t a b ili z a t i on

policy tends to increase overall unempJ oyment. Simi lar effects

can also arise if the trade union's and the government's goals

for emplo)~ent differ.

4. FINAL RE}L<\RKS

There are some similarities between the type of model employed

in this study to portray trade unions and monopolistically competi-
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tive firms. All these models describe price or quantity setting

organizations, that optimize against downwar d sloping demand curves.

Firms maximize profits and trade un~ons maximize utility.23 A

firm's profit hinges on the supplied quantity both directly, since

it determines the quantity that is sold, and indirectly by influ-

encing the received price and the :i.ncllrred production cost. Sirni-

larly, in many trade union models, the union's utility depends on

its "s upp l i c d" quantity directly, and indirectly by infl.uencing

the received wage and the incurred c o s t. in terms of foregone leisure.
2 4

These union models are lIenee very similar to the monopoly firm model.

The differences are that the "cost" side is usually simpler in trade

union models (in fact, in this sttldy tIlere is no cost at all from

foregene leisure), where a s the "revenue" side i s s ub s t an t i a l l y more

complicated.

It is sometimes claimed that in any reasonable model of a

trade union, the size of the union's membe r s h i p should be a source

of utility, since a large membersl1ip renders the union leaders

prestige. The argument probahly has some validity and shall not

he displllCC!. But it deserves to be poillted out that a very similar

argument is often ra-ised against the model of the profit maximizing

firm. The assumptions underlying this model indeed appear nalve,

In particular today when ownership and management are most often

divided in larger firms. There is a large number of organization

theorists who suggest other ohjectives for firms. for instance,

Baumol (1958, 1959) argues that firms strive to maximize sales

revenues, subject to certain profit constraints, arid vHlliamson

(1964) claims that managers' utility functions increase in e.g.

expenditures on staff. In sum, it is hard to see why managers
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should be less concerned ttlan union leaders wit}l personal status,

or why such status should be inherently more tied to the size of

the union leader's organization, than to the size of the husiness

leader's organization.

While this argument is at best only a weak defense of the trade

union models in chapters V and VT, it might nevertheless be worth

mentioning, if it reminds the reaoer how simplistic the treatment

of firms is in traditional economic theory, and that a hacl assumption

does not become any better by being repeated

Finally, some readers may be disturbed by the fact that models

and results are not exposed to the real world e.g. through s i mu-:

lations or empirical testing. However, the analyses in the following

five chapters are unfortunately not yet sufficiently refined for

these purposes. They are also still far too simple to permit

inferences about the real world. Instead, the models should be

seen as explorations into rather than into

e.g. policy prescriptions. Their main virtue 1S their techl1ical

simplicity. By removing from the analysis as many less important

aspects as possible, tllese models serve to unveil. t~le relationships

of particular interest, making the economics rather than the

mathematics or econometrics the crux of the matter. The value

of this approach critically hinges on the fact that crucial

aspects are not assumed away. Whether or not this is done in

the present study is, however, left to the reader to judge.
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FOOTNOTES

* I am indebted to Lars Calmfors, Harry Flam, Gene Grossman,

Assar Lindbeck, Torsten PerssoTI, Peter Svedberg, Lars Svensson

and Hans Tson Soderstrom for many helpful comments and suggestions.

1. Intra-industry trade implies that a country simultaneously

exports and imports similar goods, something which does not occur

according to traditional trade theory. The estimate of 50% is

given by Grubel and Lloyd (1975).

2. See Hood and Young (1979).

3. Most of the material considering the period up to the present

century is taken from Schumpeter (1954).

4. See the Preface to the first edition, reprinted 1n Marshall

(1920) .

5. Game Theory seems to have undergone a similar cycle: a lot of

developments in the 50s, declining attention in the 60s and 70s,

and a renewal in interest in the early 80s.

6. It is interesting to note that both the early 30s, and the late

70s, which were periods when the interest in imperfect competition

increased, were preceded by a period of volatile economic develop

ments. Maybe this results from the fact that price or wage rigidities

are more easily noticed, and probably have stronger impacts, when the

economic environment undergoes drastic changes, putting pressure on

relative prices?

7. The discussion here is confined to horizontal product differen

tiation only, and hence not to vertical differentiation where pro-
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ducts differ in their quality. For a discussion of this in the

context of trade in differentiated products, see e.g. Gabszewicz

et al (1981).

8. For a discussion of the pros and cons of the Spence-Dixit-

Stiglitz and the Lancaster representations, see e.g. Pettengill

(1979), Dixit and Stiglitz (1979), and Lancaster's comn\ent in

Krugman (1982).

9. Since I agree with Schumpeter's (1954) Vlew that

.. , .[Mill] is so familiar to every educated
person that it might seem superfluous to add
anything to what can be read in dozens of
books ... (p , 527),

I shall avoid insulting the reader by refraining from further

mention of Mill.

10. See Mitchell (1972) for other references to participants in

this debate.

11. Recent criticism of the assumption about a trade union perceived

downward sloping demand curve for labor, can be found In e.g. Mitchell

(1980, pp. 64-77).

12. One can, of course, argue perfectly consistently (as some would)

that traditional economic analysis has little or nothing to contribute

to the understanding of these entities, either.

13. Farber (1978), Dertouzos and Pencavel (1981), and Pencavel

(1982) attempt to empirically estimate union preference functions.

14. See e.g. Cartter (1959), or Atherton (1973), for discussions of

union objectives.

15. The fundamental question whether a model's realism should lie in

its assumptions or results is discussed by e.g. Friedman (1953).
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16. In this case we have to be careful not to "personalize" the

union by giving it preferences. The essence of the approaches

within this category is that the trade union is exactly what it

says: a union of individuals.

17. It is assumed that the number of working hours per employed

worker is constant.

18. There is hence an element of cooperation here. But, this

feature does not seem strong enough to warrant this model to be

denoted "cooperative", as suggested by Oswald and Dlph (1982).

19. Hall and Lillien (1979) show a case where unilateral employ

ment decisions by a firm lead to efficient wage bargains.

20. See e.g. de Menil (1971, ch. 2) for a discussion of various

bargaining theories.

21. Ellis and Fender (1982) present an interesting application of

the bargaining approach.

22. Gylfason and Lindbeck (1982) is a step in this direction.

23. As mentioned above, one should be careful not to mlsuse the

utility interpretation of the voting union portrayed in chapter V.

24. E.g. Oswald (1982), and Calmfors (1982) work with models of trade

unions representing members that derive utility from leisure.
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CHAPTER 11

SOME IMPLICATIONS OF NON-HOMOTHETICITY IN

PRODUCTION IN A TWO-SECTOR GENERAL EQUILIBRIUM

MODEL WITH MONOPOLISTIC COMPETITION
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CHAPTER! "[

NODi]

CE'\ERAL EQl'

'IO:;OPOU SI u: CO~lPl T I' I()\*

s lib s-~

ri z e d

3:::; .1 jY

ly

be.en p r c s cn rc c \,/hicli develop f c rma I

a-

to r , the

cnn s t t vp c . is the

introduct of i rr r ea s ing fferentia-

Chambo 11,1 monop or i s t i c ror-rpo r i ti the other

sec t.o r . lheSf mode S sOr.Jclimes ~iffcr 1.11 their re-

presentation trll' demand side, the v the same basis for

i n t. r a v i n du s t r v : economies of scale al the firm level.

hTi t.h for all specifications in both coun t r i es , and

n o variant s i mu Lt ar eou s i y produced by t\;.10 t i rms , there wi ll be

i n t r a-r i r dus t althougll each individual variant is traded

L11 (1i reetion

In thest' ter-industry trade is as usual explained

by cornp a ra t. i v o a dv an based re la t factor ('ll,:U\"nc'nL s ,

t..Jh en the C'.conomi e approacll constant the
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elasticity of substitution between the different variants goes

to infinity, these models reduce to the traditional two-sector

factor proportions model, and can hence be seen as

tion or mcde l.,

The purpose of this chapter is to study how non-homotheti

city on the production side influences some properties of this

two-sector, two-factor economy.2,3 Non-homotheticity can, for

instance, be due to a (one product) firm simultaneously engaging

in different activities, if tl1cse activities employ factors in

different proportions. Since products are llsually differentiated

through, for example, marketing or R & D efforts, and since these

activities are likely to differ in their factor content from the

firm's other activities, it seems that non-homotheticity should be

a common feature of differentiated goods industries, and therefore

deserves our attention in the context of intra-industry trade.

We are interested in how non-homotlleticity in the technology

of the differentiated goods industry affects relations between

factor endowments, prices and output quantities. As a standard

of comparison we will use the comparative statics equations

derived by Jones (1965), as these are by now the standard way of

expressing the properties of the traditional two-sector model.

We will also compare some of our results with some in Janes

(1968). In this paper Jones studies some basic trade issues in

a two-sector, two-factor economy, where there are econo~ies or

diseconomies of scale that are external to the individuaL,

perfectly competing firms, and where non-homotheticity is also

permitted. Of special interest to this chapter is .Iono s" (1968)

results concerning the Rybczynski theorem.
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As mentioned above, a couple of different representa

tions of preferences have so far been used in the literature.

One group, represented by Lancaster (1980) and Helpman (1981),

for example, employs a spatial apprOach where the commodity

space is representable by some geometric device, such as a

line or a circle, along which the different variants are located.

Another approach, used by e.g. Krugman (1979, 1980) and Dixit

and Norman (1980) assumes that the representative consumer's

preferences over the different variants can be represented by

a parametricized utility functioTl of a eES type. A main dif

ference between the two approaches is that with the former an

increase in the number of variants will make the product space

more crowded, and thereby increase the elasticity of demand,

whereas this will not necessarily affect the demand elasticity

with the second approach. We have c~osen to work with the

second type of representation, generalizing the model employed

by Dixit and Norman (1980) to include non-homotheticity in the

differentiated goods industry, mainly because of its computa

tional convenience.

We assume that the elasticity of substitution in demand

between the two sectors is unity, although this means that our

model in this respect is less general than the traditional two

sector model.
4

We believe that this is justified, since our

main interest is in how the technology of the differentiated

goods industry influences the economy's equilibrium. But we

should also be aware of the fact that this simplifying assump

tion has a significant impact on the results. This is due to the
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fact that in its absence the 8113re of total income that the repre

sentative consumer devotes lo the differentiated goods industry,

depends not only on the relative prive between the lWO sectors

(as in the traditional model), hut also on the number variants

in existence. The implication of this is that even though per

ceived demand elasticities are COIlstanl, the ahsoll1C size of

the economy, as measured by the scaling of the fa(~Lor

mcn t s , "rill influence, [or i n s t anc e, the relative factor r ew a rd.

We t he r-e f o t-e let the demand elasticity of substitution between

sectors be unitv to avoicJ additional comp1ications ent.ering from

ttle demand sicle.

Finally, we disl"egard problems concerning indivisibi ities

In firm size (jnt('8ers), and c onre rn irg

ness of the equilibrium under study.

eXiSle]1Ce unlqUl'-

The ctldpter is structured as follows. Sect:ioll 2 conlai

a brief description of the model, and a presClllaticlD of

general equilibrium system. In section J we define our measure

of non-homotlleticity, dl1d we examine how the relative factor

reward affects the representative firm's output vol.ume, factor

proportions, and price, in tile presence of non-tlumotheticity.

This hopeful fac'ilitates tile understan(ling of the results in

section !+, in which we use the equilibrium system to

determine how fac ro r en dot .....men t s affect r o la t i ve I a c t or r ewa rd s ,

the number of finns in the di Lf e t-en t j a t e d goods industry, and r e l a-:

tive industry ()utpllt volumes. We identify the factors tlldt deter

mine whether, for example, a Rybczynski-type proposition (witl1

v a r i able factor prices) is id Cl1sn here, and 'i,,'e study how
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non-homotlleticity affects the economy's sensitivity to factor

e n dowme nt. changes. The final section (section 5) considers

tile possibility of predicting inter-industry trade patterns

from observations of pre-trac!e equilibrium levels of various

endogenous variables.

o
L. THE ~IODr1.

Consider an economy in whicll goods are produced in two

industries, denoted by X and Y. The X-industry is producing

a group of differentiated goods, whcrea s the commod i r y manu-

factured in the other, 'outside', industry is llornogeneous.

Following Dixit and Stiglitz (1977) we Jet tile representative

consumer's preferences he represented by the utility function

u

n
o 1 ; o 1. (1)

where n is the number of v a ri an t s consumed.

The advantage of tIlis representation is that if the firms

heildve as COllrnol or Bertrand-type oligopolists. and if the

number of firms i s large, the elasticity of demand for arry single

variant of the differenLiated goods is parametrically given
,6

. -,',' 1. (2)

1,',1(-' assume that the differentiated goods industry consists

of n profit max i mi z i n.: iirms , each producing a similar but, from

the consumerls point of v i cw , not identical product. The number

of producers is assumed lo be sufficiently large so as to warrant

tile assumption that firms Inake Couroot or Bernard-type conjectures.
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Although there are no formal obstacles to exit or entry, there

are economies of scale which limit the equilibrium number of

firms. The economies of scale are assumed to be decreasing in

the output volume and specific to each variant. Each firm

manufactures only one of the variants and is the sole producer

of that particular specification. The market structure is

Chamberlinian monopolistic competition with vanishing profits

in equilibrium.

Producers transform capital and labor into final products

with the same technology, representable by a twice differen-

tiable, increasing and strictly quasi-concave production func-

tion. Associated with this production function is the cost

function ~(w, r, x), where wand r denote the factor rewards

for labor and capital, respectively, and x is the firm's out-

put volume. The assumptions made above about returns to scale

imply that for any firm marginal cost has to be less than

average cost, and that the elasticity of the ratio between

these with respect to output has to be positive, or

3<p x
x<p

- x
< J,- 3x4J - dJ-

and

38 x
1 - 0 + > 0,n

~O
1

where

3<P x x x<P xx
l
~ <P x ~

(3a)

(3b)
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6 = MC/AC is the partial elasticity of scale with respect to

output, and it is used here as a measure of the economies of

scale.
7

It takes on values less than unity when there are

increasing returns to scale, and unity when there are constant

returns. ~ is the partial elasticity of this measure with

respect to output.

Our equilibrium system 1S the same as in He l prnan (1981),

with the difference that our assumptions about the demand side

imply a constant ratio between average and marginal revenue.

We therefore refer to this paper for details, and here simply

give the equations. The first-order condition for profit

maxirnization is that marginal revenue equals marginal cost
8

pS c)Jx(w, r,x). (4)

The condition for industry equilibrium is that each f i rm is

breaking even:

px c)J(w,r,x) , (5)

and hence by (4) and (5):

6 (w , r,x) s. (6)

The outside industry Y is a traditional constant returns to

scale industry. The price of its good is chosen as the

nurneraire, and therefore equilibrium requires that

b Cw , r ) , (7)



where. b(w,r) is the unit cost f un c rion . Factors of p rcduc t i on

are y supplied in L Lull

emp l oyrnen c.on d i t i on s for ,~ s v-nnc t r i c r i urn L1Te:

and

~ 'r , x ) + L, (8)

(\"T, r •x ) + Yb r (\./, r ) K. ( 9)

Equilibrium in tile goods markets is giver] by:

n x
OD)

Eqs. (4)-(10) constitllle six independent equations that suffice

to determine the three relative prices p, an d r ; t nr- two

quantities x and Y; and tile IHJDber variants in the

di ft e rr-n r i gOOllS incus t rv

3. EQClLLBRll'cl 1:, X-SECTUR

.dl this s ec t i we wi l l , before studying the full general

equilibrium s v s t c-ra , Look at. three aspects of the differentiated

goods industry, namely how t be relative factor price affects

the representative firm's output volume, factor proportion, and

price. These relations are either immaterial to, ur different

in, the t ra d i t i on a l two-sector production model, where the

producLion function Exhibits homo t he t i c i t y and c on s t an t. returns

to scale. Therefore, in order to facilitate interpretations of

the results in the following section, some preliminaries are

required.
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JX
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case "'-'c have that:

).

and it i s hence i trrna t er i s J

. ... 10
as our measure at non-ho~otnetlclty.

The most i mme.fi.a r.e imp li ra t i on o f Ilon-lwffiotlH: is of

course that a firm's f a c t or proportions change as output changes,

assuming a constant relative factor price. The relation b e twecn
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our measure of non-homotheticity alld the change in distribu-

tive shares lS indeed very close:

(13 )

that is, the degree of non-homotheticity of factor j is equal

to the partial elasticity of that factor's distributive share

w.r.t. the output volume.

Let the first comparative statics experiment be the effect

on the individual firm's output volume of a change in the wage-

rental ratio. To get a link between changes in relative prices

and in factor rewards we differentiate (6):

x (14)

Examining (14) we notice first that in the homothetic case

the equilibrium output volume of the individual firm is indepen-

dent of factor prices. This stems from the fact that in this

case our measure of economies of scale is just a function of

the output volume, and therefore the equilibrium output volume

is dependent of factor prices, and is hence fixed. The equi-

librating mechanism which will keep profits at zero is exit and

entry, as this will affect profits through changes in the price.

In the case of non-homotheticity, changes in factor prices

must affect the representative firm's output volume. From (14)

we have that if t.he i-e is a local iri ae towards a relative increase

the use of the .faCTOr riat: become r{;Z,atively cheaper (more

firm will increase (decrease).
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The impact of a factor price change on the factor proportions

of a firm in the differentiated goods industry can be seen clearer

if the effect is decomposed into two parts, as follows. Assume that

the firm and the industry are in equilibrium and that the former is

producing at Eo (see Fig. 1) with the total factor intensity Fa.

Now let the wage-rental ratio increase; this will imply a new

expansion path for the firm. The increase will lead to a tradi-

tional substitution effect at the old production volume, which will

. . . 11. . .
increase the cap i t a l e-Lahor ratio to F

l.
But with noo -homot he t i c i t y

the optimal production volume must also change and so must the factor

proportions once more .

.pr

w-r > 0

o

Figure 1

F
o

.p
w
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-- r) , ( 16)

where (to be [sti from ab] e i .

In the homo t he t.j c C<.l6l' ail

mu s t un amb i g uo us ly r e s u l t re tat]

.Ii t y prl 1 S ip i \labor)

intneslve. This stems thilt p r o.i urt i on v oLume per 11

is constant (cf. our discuss

useCl or has

price must 80 unamhiguouslv the LU Lt1-

c r ea ses i f re 1S a )1

the price might [TInve in e i

towards use of tIle lor that O!l

tivc tCI the otller sectc)r. Sl"C ond

the opposi

l a r g e r i n

sign

[Ut" •

might un.Iot ail, c j

Lj. IPS sosn:
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e n dowme n r influL'nces the

la t i ve f a c t or

alll:lrkv equi] ihrium when

there is noc;-homotllt-)t.i j ty ill tilt.': of

the Jifferentiat~J h'hen possible, v i l i comp:lrt'

res ul t s 1 t

sec derived by J. lu

must take the full general e q u i Li b r i ur.i s y s r er:
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So far we have made first-order approximations of the profit

maximizing and zero-profit conditions for the two industries,

so there remain the equilibrium conditions for the factor and

goods markets. The full system can, when differentiated,

compactly be stated as:

0 0 0 8Ly 8Ky 0 P 0

-1 0 0 8
LX 8KX -(1-8) Y 0

0
\Y ''Lx '\ \XllL n L

(17)
0 "KY "KX oK -OK "KXllK w K

-1 0 0 r 0

0 0 0 wL w
K

x 0

where °L
-

"LX 8KX Ox + "LY 8Ky 0y'

8LX (llL - 8)
w

L 8n

" "
n<p

w
LX L

and symmetrically for K. °Y is the elasticity of substituion in

production in the Y-sector, and ". is, as usual, indus try rn's
Jm

share of the total usage of factor j .

The determinant of the matrix on the LH5 lS

and



The determinant is positive regardless of average or marginal

factor intensities, and in tile homothetic case it simplifies to

Let us first consider tIle relationship between the relative

factor reward and the relative factor endowment. It is shown by

Helpman (1981) that when preferences over the two industries'

goods are representable by a Cobb-Douglas function, and when the

technology of the differentiated goods is homothetic, a capital-

rich country has a higher wage-rental ratio in an autarky equi-

librium than has a more labor abundant country. But is this also

true when we allow for non-homotheticity in the X-sector technology?

Solving for the relative change in the wage-rental ratio we get

w - r
-1 A A

- i\ (L - K). (18)

In the homothetic case this is exactly the same equation

as the corresponding one derived by Jones (1965) for a unitary

elasticity of substitution in demand. 14 It is clear, as 6

r s always positive, that 6.."'/1 incY'case i dccreonc ) in the re l at.i.oe

enaoument: of factoY' J7?ust decrease (increase) its

relative rental., re(7ardless of ohet.hev t.heve {,D a capital

or labor using bias the X-sector technology. Furthermore,

from the defini tion of l.l we have that u::uze-I'ental ratio

becomes ZeDS eenci t i oe to changes in fac-tor endoumerrr;s the

more non-ho~cthetic ~he technology X-sector is~ cete~:s

pai-ilu« ~ regardless of direct/ion of this bias. Suppose

there is an increase in the supply of, say, capital. The

additional capital will enter an economy in a state of

equilibrium, and must therefore be supplied at a price lower
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i - K) (19 )

A

'l'his is true

of whe t n cr t.b e sector -is mo re or capital inrcIlsive In mar-

ginal or total co s t , as c omp a r e d Lo the outside industry'. The

only t u i n g that matters is the d i rr er-e n c e bct.we e n the marginal

and the ro t e • average) factor intensity witllil-j tlle firm.
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The whole adjustment comes through a change in the

fi 'rrns ,

But, we know from (19) that, in the presence of non-

of

hornotheticity, also the output per firm is affecled by [acLor

endowment changes. This may increase or decrease the necessary

adjustment In the number of finns, relative to the homothetic

case. For it to reduce the required adjustment the bias must

be towards the factor that on average is relatively extensively

used. In this case part, or maybe all, of the adjustment comes

through a change in the representative finn's output volume.

It is even possible that the number of firms in the differen-

tiated goods industry declines, as a result of an increase in

the relative endowment of the factor the industry uses rela-

tively intensively on average.

We now turn to the relation between the relative industry

output volume and the relative factor endowment. If we sub-

tract one of the factor market equilibrium equations from the

other (as given by (17)), we get that
1 7

x - y

where X :::: nx,

(L - K)
'\ + oK V

+ -1-\-1- (w - r ) - T;\T x (21)

This expression is identical to the corresponding equation ID

the Heckscher-Ohlin model, except that there is here an addi-

. ~ 18
llonal x-term. Rewriting and decomposing v as

V 1jJ (]JL - 0) - 1\1 (1 - 0),

°KX
(22)
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vie. see that the impact of this term depends, among other things

on the extent to which there are economies of scale and noo-

homotheticity In the X-sector'. technology.

Helpman (1981) shows that a version of the Rybczynski

theorem holds in this type of economy, when prices are constant.

This is also easily seen from (21), as in this case the second

and third term on the RHS vanishes. Furthermore, just as in

the traditional two-facLor model, there will be a magnifica

tion effect associated with changes in factor endowments. 19

Jones (1968) considers an incompletely specialized, two-

factor, two-sector economy, where there are variable returns

to scale in both sectors. These economies or diseconomies of

scale are external to firms, and depend on industry output

volumes, so there is still perfect competition. Jones (1968)

also allows for non-homotheticity, but in contrast to here it

is the industry expansion path that exhibits this bias. This

implies that the relative marginal factor intensity crucially

determines whether the Rybczynski proposition is valid or not,

even though factor prices are confined to be constant.
20

Now,

in our model, constant factor prices imply that the representa

tive firm's output volume remains fixed irrespective of changes

in factor endowments. The whole adjustment in the differentiated

goods industry hence has to come through exit or entry. With

economies of scale intel~al to the firms we are therefore, in

a sense, back in a traditional two-sector economy with constant

returns to scale in the number of firms in the X-indust~y, and
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output In the o u t.s i d« i n dus t. IS in t h i s case i mrna re r i a i

whether the technology 1.8 homothvLic not - only tn-

tensities matler. Till' ecorlomy illvestigated l]('re LIlerefore seems
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2 J

When we a11()w for non-homotheticity, life, or at least our

model, becomes rnor o complic::lt(.::>d. But

This condition can

be interpreted wittl the help of Edgpwort.h bo x-di ag r.rn. Fig. 2

i ll us t rn tc s the c.a s e where the differentiated goods are rE,:la-
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The second term within the square brackets in (23) will then have

the opposite sign to lel, and might under certain circumstances be

larger in absolute value. Consider the case where the economy's

capital-labor ratio increases causing the wage-rental ratio to

increase, and where the differentiated goods industry is capital

intensive relative to the other sector (8
LX

> 0LY)' Assume now

that a firm in the X-sector at the margin is more labor intensive

than the Y-sector. The change ln the factor price ratio, while

consistent with break-even in the outside industry, will result in

an increase in the marginal cost at the old prOduction volume, for

a typical firm in the X-sector. To restore its equilibrium the

firm must, before any entry has occurred, reduce the production

volume, which will (regardless of the sign of T) increase the price.

As the firm on average is more capital intensive than the Y-sector,

the change in the wage-rental ratio must also create positive profits.

But if the difference in average factor intensities is small, pro

fits will not increase much, and the entry of new firms will not be

very significant. There are thus conceivab1.e cases where the

increase in the number of firms is outweighed by the decrease

in the production volume of each, so that nx actually falls

relative to Y. That is to say, if the difference between mar-

ginal intensities is large, and of the opposite direction com-

pared to aveY'o:ec i.nt.enei.t.i.ee , a relative ineY'ease in the supply

of a factor might lead to a relative decline in the output volume

of the industry that on average employs the [act.or relatively

intensively. This is, cetevi.c paribus, more likely the more

economies of scale there are~ and the less sharply they decline

in the output volume.
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To end this section, let us just note that if we start

1n a situation where the technology is homothetic, and in

troduce a marginal amount of, say, capital biased non-homo-

theticity, the term multiplying (1, - K) in (23) will in

absolute terms increase, if the X-sector is capital intensive

on average. Hence, a mai-rir.al. 'inc:rease

iai l.l., cetcF:s payribus~ inerease (decrease)

of the reiati-:« l:ndustry output volume to

non-homotheticity

sensitivity

the

relative factor endoomeni., -if ?>ntrodueed biae 1.--8 tOwards

the factor that is on average intensiT'c ly (exiensi vc ly) used

in the X-sector. Furthermore, the magnification effect that

was unambiguously verified to exist in the homothetic case

will be weakened or even cease to exist when the non-homo

theticity has the above-mentioned bias. But, on the other

hand, if the bias is such that an expansion of the firm's

output volume tends to close the gap in average factor in

tensities, the magnification effect might be strengthened.

5. AUTARKY VALUES AS PREDICTORS OF INTER-INDUSTRY TRADE

PATTERNS

In this final section we consider the possibility of

predicting trade patterns in a world consisting of two trading

economies of the above examined type. We will not present the

complete international equilibrium system explicitly; it can

be found in different versions in Dixit and Norman (1980) and

Helpman (1981), for example. Helpman (1981) shows that a

version of the Heckscher-Ohlin theorem for trade patterns 1S
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bias, tlie aut o u tp u t vc j ume can be used

L(l 1')(:1t the countrIes

ma: ginaIly i ffo r cr.t r a c r or p r opo r t or the bias is known

never direction in ttlC re) of x , But if
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abovc-menLioned v.t r i ub l r-s can be used as p r o d i c r o rs trade

patte.rms, th the obvious exception o f the numb e r [ i
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FOOTNOTES

* I am particularly indebted to Elhanan Helpman, and an

anonymous referee, for helpfuL specific suggestions, and to

Avinash Dixit, Harry Flam, Carl Hamilton, Torsten Persson,

Assaf Razin and Lars Svensson, for valuable comments on

earlier drafts. The chapter was presented in earlier ver

sions at the University of Warwick, and at the Institute

for International Economic Studies, University of Stockholm,

and participants at both seminars provided useful comments.

I am grateful to the Jacob Wallenberg Research Foundation for

financial support.

I. E.g. Dixit and Norman (1980), Ethier (1979), Helpman

(1981), Krugman (1979, 1980), and Lancaster (1980). A

slightly different approach, using sequential entry, is Eaton

and Kierzkowski (1983). The literature is reviewed in Helpman

(1983) .

2. Any function that can be expressed as a monotonic trans-

fonnation of a homogeneous function is denoted "homothetic".

Intuitively, we will call a function "locally non-homothetic"

if, in input space, the slope of its expansion path locally

differs from that of a straight line passing through the origin

and the production point.

3. Not all the papers referred to in footnote 1 allow for

non-homotheticity, but Helpman (1981) is an example of a trade
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model ~n which e.g. factor price equalization occurs, and in

which versions of the Rybczynski and Heckscher-Ohlin theorems

are shown to be valid, despite the presence of non-homotheticity.

4. A unitary elasticity of substitution is assumed in e.g.

Dixit-Norman (1980), Krugman (1980), and parts of Helpman

(1981), for example.

5. For details, see Dixit and Stiglitz (1977), or Dixit and

Norman (1980).

6. The firm index is omitted as we are only interested in

symmetric equilibria. Note also that in the notation there

IS for convenience no difference made between consumed and

produced amount, as we are concerned only with autarky equi

libria.

7. Another frequently used measure is the degree of homo

geneity of the production function, i.e., the degree of

economies of scale are given by the r, that satisfies:

ASF(K, L) = F(AK, AL).

It is shown by Hanoch (1975) that both these measures give

the same elasticity of scale, but that with non-homotheticity

the change In (or the elasticity of) the elasticity of scale

(i.e., our n) will be different. Hanoch argues that the

concept employed here is the more relevant one for microeconomic

analysis, as it assumes cost minimization at all levels of pro

duction.

8. The second-order condition is that T(X) > - E ' which is

fulfilled due to the assumption that fi > O.
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PRODUCT DIVERSITY, TRADE, AND WF.LFARE*

1. INTRODUCTION

Does a market economy yield brand proliferation in excess

of what is socially desirable? Or, put differently, is the pro

fit signal appropriate in establishing the socially optimal

diversification and output of each product? This question has

been debated for at least half a century. Chamberlin (1933),

for instance, argued that firms will operate with excess capacity,

and that there will be excessive product differentiation 1n a mono

polistically competitive market equilibrium, as compared to a per

fectly competitive one. This was conventional wisdom for 50 years,

although some economists, e.g. Hotelling (1929), expressed other

views. In the mid-seventies two influencial papers, Spence (1976),

and Dixit and Stiglitz (1977), challenged the wisdom of this belief,

and argued that the market equilibrium instead exhibits too

diversity, relative to a first-best social optimum.
1

These two

papers also considered ways of regulating the market equilibrium

when the first-best pOlicy isn't available, and examined some

properties of these second-best equilibria. Dixit and Stiglitz

(1977) concluded that a second best optimum where each firm's

output volume is regulated, is identical to the market equilib-

rium. Spence (1976) also showed this, and in addition found that

this type of regulation is less efficient in raising social wel

fare than one that regulates the number of firms.
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Koenker and Perry (1981) presented a framework within which

some new light is shed on the questions mentioned above. Their

answers to these questions depend, in particular, on the degree

to which there are increasing returns to scale, and on firms'

conjectures about rivals' behavior.

The present chapter considers these problems in a framework

similar to that of Koenker and Perry (1981) but from another point

of view: It analyzes whether changes in the size of the economy,

as measured by its factor endowment, affect the relation between

the market equilibrium, and first - or second - best optima. It

will be shown that size indeed is crucial to the probability of

excess diversity and the relative efficiency of different second 

best policies, as long as the perceived elasticity of demand for

a differentiated good is not confined to being constant. This

change in the scale of factor endowments is interpreted as the

result of the opening up of international trade between economies

that are scaled replices of each other. An alternative view would

be a growing, closed economy iuterpretation where we compare dif

ferent steady states. A by-product of our analysis is that we

will analytically derive some of the results that Koenker and

Perry (1981) obtained with numerical simulation techniques.

Our analysis is based on a one-factor, two-sector general

equilibrium model, with a demand side representation that is by

now common, particularly in the theory of international trade in

differentiated products. We express our variables of interest as

functions of the factor endowment and compare different equilibria
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for various sizes of this endowment. Following Koenker and Perry

(1981), we make different assumptions about the individual firm's

conjectures regarding competitors' strategies, and about its share

of the market, compared to the authors referred to above. Chamberlin

(1933), as well as Dixit and Stiglitz (1977), assume that firms behave

in a Cournot or Bertrand fashion, and that the individual firm is of

negligible size relative to the market. Spence (1976) assumes that

each firm expects the rest of the industry to accommodate any marginal

change the firm undertakes in its supply. Here, on the other hand,

we do not restrict conjectures to either of these types, but allow

in this respect for a more general treatment. The important difference

is that the individual firm's perceived elasticity of demand is no

longer constant
2.

The model and the resulting equilibria are characterized by

strong symmetry due to particular assumptions that are made. However,

these special assumptions simplify the analysis considerably and

they are hopefully justified on the ground that we are not presently

interested in biases in product selection3. But it deserves to be

emphasized that by assuming that consumers have identical preferences

many essential aspects of product differentiation are not captured 4

We believe, however, that our analysis deals with phenomena that are

much more general than our special assumptions would seem to imply.

Terms like "planner " and "regulation" are used in the literature

referred to above, and are also employed here. But we like to stress

firmly that we are completely neglecting how the regulation should

be undertaken and the associated costs. No serious policy-oriented

welfare analysis of regulation could disregard these aspects.
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Our analytical framework stands in the following relation to

the previous literature. Just as in Dixit and Stiglitz (1977), we

rely on a two~sector general equilibrium model, as opposed to

Spence's (1976), and Koenker's and Perry's (1981), partial equilib

rium analysis with neglected income effects. Dixit and Stiglitz

(1977), and Kocnker and Perry (1981), assume a fixed cost and a

constant marginal cost technology, whereas in Spence (1976), and

also here, there are more general representations of the technology

in tEle industry of particular interest. Preferences are more gene

ral in Spence (1976), and in Dixit and Stiglitz (1977), than they

are here or in Koenker and Perry (1981). Conjectures about com

petitors' responses are the same here as in Koenker and Perry

(1981); they include the other two papers assumptions as special

cases. In other words, on the production side the assumptions

are equally or less restrictive, and on the dematld side equally or

more restrictive, than in the other three studies.

The cllapter is structured as follows. In the next section

the model is presented in detail, and demand functions are derived,

as well as the equations tllat define the market equilibrium. The

following section 3 solves the problem facing the planner of find

ing the first best social optimum. The market equilibrium and the

unrestricted social optimum are compared in section 4 for various

sizes of the economy. Section 5 compares two non-first best re

gulatory policies. Finally, section 6 offers a summary, and some

concluding remarks.
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2. THE MARKET EQUILIBRIUM

Envision an economy which produces goods in two sectors,

X and Y, using the same mobile factor of production L, which is

referred to as "Labo r!", One sector, industry Y, is supposed to

represent "the rest of the economy".5 In this crude characteri-

zation it produces a homogeneous good under constant returns to

scale, and the good is sold on a perfectly competitive market.

The condition for profit maximization and industry equilibrium

in sector Y is therefore simply that price equals unit cost, i.e.:

(1)

where Py and ware the prices of the output and of labor, res

pectively, and where ay is the (constant) requirement of labor

per unit of output. In what follows w is the numeraire, set

at unity. We define furthermore, for convenience, units so that

1.

The industry of prime interest is industry X. It consists

of n firms, each producing only one variant of good X, and each

being the sole producer of that particular specification.
6

Due

to product differentiation on the demand side, each producer

enjoys some monopoly power. There are economies of scale at the

firm level, and hence there will only be a limited number of firms

active lD a zero-profit equilibrium, where each firm maximizes its

profit given its conjectures about competitors' strategies.
7,8

The technology of any firm (i = 1, ... , n ) can be r ep r e-:

sented by the same cost function f, which for each output level

xi gives the minimum requirement of labor ~i' We assume that the
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economies of scale are eventually exhausted, at some finite out-

put volume. Let us define a measure of the degree of economies

of scale as

f' (xi)

- f(xil!x i '
(2)

i.e. marginal over average cost. Our assumptions about the re-

turns to scale can then more exactly be stated as;

o < 8(x
i

) < 1

8' (xi) > 0

for some finite x,

for 0 < x. < X
1

for xi > x , and

for xi > 0 ,

(3a)

(3b)

(3c)

Firm i's profit is;

TT.
1

(4)

and the first-order condition for profit maximization with res-

pect to output is:

p.(l _-.l)
1 E.

1

where E. is the price elasticity of demand for good i.
9

1

(5)

Of prime interest in the subsequent analysis are the pro-

perties of the elasticity of demand E
i

. To derive an expression

for this elasticity we have to specify the demand side. We will

assume that the representative consumer's preferences can be re-

presented by a two-stage Cobb-Douglas-CES utility function:

u 1 and 0 < B < 1,

(6)
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and where Y denotes the amount of good Y consumed and n is the

number of products in existence. This representation resembles

the general equilibrium representations used by Dixit and Stiglitz

(1977), although they alternatively allowed for a more general

formulation in the upper or lower stages, and the partial equilib-

rium representations employed by Spence (1976), and by Koenker and

Perry (1981). In standard fashion, the consumer maximizes utility

subject to a budget constraint. If I is total income the demand

functions become:

p.
1

[3-1
x.

1
---Q aI and Py
i: x':

j J

(I-a)I
--Y- (7, 8)

when written on implicit form.

Let us now revert to the elasticity of demand as perceived

of by a typical firm 1. From (7) we derive:

1
E.

1

n
where z ~ L:

i=l

x. dz ,
1 1

Z ~
1

x . dz .
1 1

[3-1-z~,
1

and where

(9)

(l0)

The elasticity of demand for firm i can, as equation (9) shows,

be thought of as consisting of two parts. One is the direct

effect when the industry's total output volume (as measured by z)

remains unchanged, and the second is the effect of the induced

change in this volume. In Spence (1976), and in Dixit and

Stiglitz (1977), it is assumed that the latter effect - the
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expression in (10) - is equal to zerolO,ll The implication of

this is of course that the elasticity of demand is equal to

1-6 ' i . e. it is invariant both to the number of competing pro-

ducts and to the amount in which the different varieties are

consumed. This assumption obviously facilitates the ensuing

comparative statics, and might therefore be defended, if the

question at issue so permits. It might also be justified if

one believes that it is actually a good description of the

industry's product space; i,e. that the entry of new varie-

ties does not make it more "crowded". This, of course, is

contradictory to the basic idea of locational models of pro-

duct choice and, we would argue, to our usual perceptions of

the product spaces of most differentiated products,12

Our purpose is to analyze not only economies where n is

very large (as studied by Dixit and Stiglitz [1977J), but also

those in which there are fewer firms. Since Cournot conjec-

tures are often argued to be unreasonable for smaller markets,

it seems desirable to allow for other types of behavior.

We will, following Koenker and Perry (1981), assume that

each firm's conjectural derivative can be approximated by:

dx.
J
~

1

n-l ' Ifj f i, (11)

dx.
with 8 > -1. J = 8 is hence the total response by all

'-"'~J r1 1

other firms conjectured by the oligopolist, which possibly is

a function of the number of firms in the industry. To facili-

tate the subsequent analysis we assume that (l+cl!n goes to

zero as n goes to infinity. If a firm entertains Cournot can-
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jectures, l.e. no response is expected from the rest of the in-

dustry, 8 = O. If the rest of the industry is believed to accommo-

date any change in firm i'. quantity, 6 = - 1. All the

subsequent results are qualitatively similar for all values of

8 > -1 ; Cournot conjectures are hence included as a special

case.

Since the assumptions we have made imply complete symmetry

on both sides of the market, a potential equilibrium is a symme-

tric one where all firms produce the same quantity x, and sell

at the same price p. All the different types of equilibria that

are treated below are symmetric ln this way, and the symmetry

allows us to rewrite equation (9) for the representative firm as:

(12)

The first-order condition for profit maximization is therefore:

( - (1 n+ 61)pS 1 f' (x ) . (13)

For marginal revenue to be positive it is required that n > 6 + 1,

which is henceforth assumed. As usual we also have for the market

equilibrium an industry equilibrium condition which states that

profits are zero:

px f (x). (14)

Finally we require that labor and goods markets are in equilib-

rium, respectively:l3
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(15 )

and

pnx

Y

aI,

(1 - a) 1.

(16)

(17)

We are now able to character~ze the market equilibrium E.

Equations (13)-(17) constitute, due to Walras' Law, four inde-

pendent equations that suffice to determine n, x, Y, p. Equa-

tions (13) and (14) imply

(18)

where superscript e denotes market equilibrium values. Since

we have assumed that 8 is a monotonic function of x, it is

invertible. Our quantities of primary interest are then:

and, due to (15) and (17),

e
n

(19)

(20a)

But since we have zero profits in both sectors in E, all in-

come is factor income, and therefore:

e
n (20)

Subsequently we will refer to L as the "size" of the

economy. We assume that households are identical in all

respects, and that the supply of labor is fixed for each.

Increasing the s~ze of the economy is hence equivalent
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to increasing the number of workers-households. It is clear

from equations (19) and (20) that both x
e

and ne are affected

by the size of L.

To interpret the increase in size as the opening up of

frictionless international trade shouldn't cause any problem,

since with identical technologies and preferences, factor price

equalization will occur.
14

Due to the srrnmetry of the demand

side, each producer faces the same elasticity of demand, regard

less of the location of production. With ne in equation (19)

now denoting the number of products in the world, each producer

chooses the same total output x e• and therefore receives the

same price pe. The zero profit conditions then assure that

factor prices equalize, and since the trading economies are

scaled replicas of each other there will be no net trade, al

though there is intra-industry trade in differentiated products. 15

Let us explore the relation between the equilibrium output

volume per firm and the size of the economy. Industry and firm

equilibrium requires that G(xe) The maximum value

that take is 1 which when
e

is infinitelyc can on H , occurs n

large. 16 Therefore the maximum value of 8(xe)
is S, and as

S :: 1 no firm will ever operate "to the right" of its minimum

avarage cost. Now, if we use equation (20) to substitute for

ne in equation (18) we get

S(l + 6)
aL

(21)

and hence, since average cost-minimum by assumption is at a

finite x e,
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(22)

3. THE UNRESTRICTED SaCrAL OPTIML~

In order to determine whether or not there is excess di-

versity in the market equilibrium, we obviously need to know

what the optimal allocation is. It is as usual possible to

think of several different concepts of optimality, depending

on how the set of feasible allocations is restricted. In this

section we will consider what will be referred to as an unres-

tricted social optimum U. This is the allocation that a

planner who maximizes the representative consumer's utility

B, SUbject only to given preferences and technology would choose.

In the international trade interpretation the planner hence de-

cides on the optimal world allocation. The optimum is unres-

tricted in the sense that the planner is free to set both the

number of firms, and their output volumes. We will in the next

section also consider a couple of optima where the planner is

constrained to the use of just one of these instruments.

The symmetry of preferences and technology allows us to

formulate the planner's problem as:

0.

B
B 0. 1-0.

(23)rnax n x Y ,
DtX,Y

r£ f (x ) , and (24a)

s , t. -<
In £ + Y L, (24b)

or
0.

)1-0.
max B n

G
Xo.(L nf(x) . (25)

n,x
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First-order conditions are (letting superscript u denote the

unrestricted optimum):17

and, when we take (26) into account,

u
x

(26)

(27)

creasing in x

This result, that the optimal firm size is independent of the

size of the economy, can be interpreted as follows. The mar-

ginal rate of substitution in consumption between n and x is

Bn/x, whereas the marginal rate of transformation between the

two is (x)n/x. Hence, due to the economies of scale the MRT

changes at a different rate than the MRS when x changes, and

therefore only one particular x can be optimal.

4. A COMPARISON OF THE MARKET EQUILIBRIUM AND THE SOCIAL

OPTIMUM

We are now in a position to compare the allocation ~n

the market equilibrium with that in the social optimum. It lS

immediate from equations (19) and (27) that, since 8 is in

and since 0 < 1+0 < 1, it will generally be the
n

case that:

e ux < x , (28)

that is, firm size in the market equilibrium will be less than

what is socially optimal. The result that these are equal, obtained

by Spence (1976), and by Dixit and Stiglitz (1977), is hence
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a special case that arises when~ = O. It is also clear that
n

if the representative firm believes that its competitors seek

a market share solution, the difference between x
e

and x
U

would

be at
. 18

a maXlTIlum

Let us now turn to the question of diversity. Equations

(20), (26), and (27) give

e
n

u
n

f(8-
1CS» [1 - a)S + a]

f(x
e)

(29)

We first note that, for x
e

sufficiently close to, though not

necessarily equal to, 0-
1 (6) , the ratio on the RHS is less

than unity. Since x
e

converges towards X
U

when L grows infi-

nitely, it seems that Spence's (1976), and Dixit and Stiglitz's

(1977), assertion that there is too little diversity in the

market equilibrium, is most likely to be valid for the very large

economy. On the other hand, with x e small enough, i.e. for the

sufficiently small economy the opposite will prevail, at least

if the fixed-cost element is "small".19 That is, it is also

possible that the market equilibrium implies an excess diver-

sity relative to the social optimum. This possibility was

demonstrated by Koenker and Perry (1981) in their numerical

analysis, and by Lancaster (1980). What is shown here is that,

given the degree of product differentiation and the degree of econo-

mies of scale, and given firms' conjectures about competitors'

strategies, excess diversity in the market equilibrium is more

likely the smaller the economy's factor endowment, and that it

is the large economy that is likely to have too little diversity.

Furthermore, there exists some finite size L of the economy,
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is

equal: to that the .first op t i.mum.

Not only the market equilibrium, but also the reference

point - the unrestricted social optimum - is influenced by the

factor endowment. We will consider the relation between uti-

lity levels in the two allocations in more detail below. But

it is clear that there is a gain from trade that derives from

the increase ln product variety it brings about, regardless of

whether or not a country's autarky factor endowment lS smaller

or larger than L. It is possible that consumers in a country

that face excess diversity in autarky, will after trade is

opened up, find themselves living in a world with more, but now

too little, diversity, in both cases relative to the respective

first-best optimum. Trade may in this way actually incpease the

relative divergence between the market equilibri~m and the social

optimum in terms of product variety.

One way of interpreting these results is the following.

Each firm's perceived elasticity of demand increases as the economy

becomes larger through increased competition from entering firms.

With a fixed budget share for differentiated goods, and an In

creasing output of each, the number of product varieties must in

crease proportionally less than the size of the economy, i.e. ne

is strictly concave in L. Two conflicting forces influence whe

ther there is excess diversity in the market equilibrium. One

is that the X-industry uses more resources in the social optimum

than in the market equilibri,um. This is clear from a comparison

of equations (20) and (26), which we restate:
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(20)

(26)

where [0:(1 - n + S]-l > 1, This tends t o make nU > ne. On the

other hand, less resources are devoted to the production of each

variant in the market equilibrium than in the social optimum,

since x e < x u, Since these resources can be used to produce addi-

tiona1 specifications, there is also a tendency for ne > nU The

smaller the econDmy, the lDwer the equilibrium elasticity Df

demand, and the larger the difference between x
e

and x
u.

Hence

fDr L sufficiently small ne exceeds
u

n , whereas the opposite pre-

vails when L is sufficiently large, and at L these forces are

just balancing each other.

The market equilibrium E, and the unrestricted social Dptimum

U are shDwn in Fig. 1 in (n , xl-space. ZP is the zero profit

lDcus and PM(ol) and PM(02) are tWD profit maximizing lDci where

°2 > °1 , The "elliptic" contours around LT are iso-benefit con

tours. .~ether nU is larger Dr smaller than ne obviously depends

Dn the size Df O. But, as depicted in Fig. 2 and 3, cDuntry

size also matters.

Consider next consumer utility levels. Per capita utility

is higher the larger the economy regardless Df whether it is a

market economy or not. This gain from trade stems from the fact

that in the larger economy each consumer can consume less of each

specification, but more different types of goods, without incurring

any higher average costs, Per capita utility in the market economy

is of course in most cases lower than in the social optimum. But
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(26)

(20)

____~~L _

(27)

(18)

(20)

L -'- .L- .l--
x

Figure 3

what happens when the economy grows infinitely large? As we

saw above x
e

+ x
U

, and hence we have

a + 1 - a)

(BelL) ~ [a(1 - S) + 0]
(BulL) SI a

when L -)- eo (30)

The limit value is less than unity for B less than

unity, and therefore, t.he per ccpiia lity level in the

mark.e D eau i. ViJ)]~17i1T not

otit.irrum, But, it is shown in

the appendix that the RHS is increasing in p, and hence
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the less differentiated products are, the less will be the

d-iffc11erzce between the two per capita utility levels be.

The opening up of international trade thus in this sense

reduces, even though it usually doesn't completely eliminate,

the scope for regulation of the market economy.

5. A COMPARISON OF TWO CONSTRAINED OPTIMA

In the unrestricted social optimum treated above, the

planner was free to choose both the representative firm's out

put volume and the number of producers in the differentiated

goods industry. Let us now assume that our planner is less

omnipotent in that just one of these instruments is available

at a time. Consider first a regulatory policy that aims at

controlling the size of the representative firm, while the

profit potential determines the number of firms active in the

market, just as in the market equilibrium. This can be called

a behavioraZ reguZatiorc since. we don't allow the firms to act

in the way they would otherwise do. The planner's problem is

hence to choose only x and leave n free to vary, so as to maxi

mize the benefit function (25) subject to the zero profit con

dition (14) and the market demand function (16). Since free

entry and exit will eliminate all profits, factor services will

constitute the only source of income, just as in the market

equilibrium. The solution to the maximization problem is the

constrained equilibrium 0, with the following solution;20

o
x (31)
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o
n

aL
(32)

As demonstrated also by other authors the planner will choose

the same output volume when restricted to the behavioral re-

gulation as would prevail in the unrestricted social optimum.

It is immediate from comparing equation (32) to the corres-

ponding equation (20) and (26), that the number of firms in

the social optimum that is restricted to behavioral regulation

is thao what is socially fully optimal, and what will

prevail in the market equilibrium. But the welfare level is of

course in between these two allocations.

A comparison of equations (31)-(32) with (19)-(20) shows

why Dixit and Stiglitz (1977) had a case where the market equi-

librium is identical to the social optimum where only output per

1+0 0 e
firm can be regulated: they assume that ~ = 0, implying x x

and 0
0 = ne. Tberefore, once again, the results of Dixit and

Stiglitz (1977) are valid for the very large economy, but not

necessarily for smaller economies.

The restricted social optimum 0 is ShO\VTI in Fig. 1. Due

to the zero profit restriction it obviously has to be located

along the ZP locus, at tbe point of tangeocy with the highest

iso-benefit contour.

Let us oow consider whether the efficiency of the be-

havioral regulation in increasing welfare is dependent on the

size of the economy. If we measure the efficiency of the re-

gulatory policy by the relative increase in welfare it brings

about, and if we take the market equilibrium as a basis, our
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measure is:

]1(L)
BO(L) - Be(L)

Be(L)
(33)

From the expressions above we have that:

Since XO is determined by S, and Since

(34)

(35)

BO/B
e

must be decreasing ,n L. Thi. implies that:

d ]1(L)
~ < 0, (36)

i.e., t.he behavioral regulation 'LE! rel.at.i.ue terms more etf'i-

cient the smaller the economy. This is intuitively appealing

when we recall the result that the output quantity which is

established in the market equilibrium approaches what is socially

desirable as the economy grows. Hence, it seems natural that the

scope for this type of policy shrinks as the economy gets larger.

Another type of regulatory policy is sLpucturaZ regulation,

which aims at controlling the n.arbe r of firms in the market,

while leaving to the individual firm to set its quantity at a

profit maximizing level. The planner's problem is hence to maxi-

miz benefits (25), subject to the first-order condition for profit

maximization (13), and the market demand function (16). The solu-

tion is depicted graphically as the point M in Fig. 1, for the
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case where 6 = 01' An algebra~c solut~on ~n the form presented

above is hard to derive s~nce the constraint ~s an implicit func-

tion on a somewhat complicated form. Nevertheless, some conclu-

sions can be drawn concerning the efficiency of this regulatory

policy. We recall that for low values of L, we have ne
u

> n ,

whereas for L larger than L we have ne < nU (see Fig. 2). It is

therefore immediate that at L there is nothing to be gained f~om

structural regulation. But the more the size of the economy

differs from L the more scope there is for this policy.

A direct comparison of the efficiency of the two policies

for various L is difficult as we have not derived the optimal n

and x for the structural regulation. But as the structural policy

is pointless at L, the behavioral policy must clearly be superior

for the size. Since the market equilibrium output volume con-

verges towards the social first best volume when L grows larger

than L, and simultaneously the number of firms in the market

equilibrium falls relative to what lS socially optimal, we can

make the following statements;

There exists a L > L such that foP L > I. at.ruct.ur-a L recula-

tion 1:S most Fruitful. ThC!Y'e uril l also be a L < L such

that for f. s: L < L the behavioral regulation must yield a higher

beneFit level. For L < !: it is indeterminate which policy per

forms best.
2 1

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have shown that, as the size of the economy increases

through the opening up of international trade, or through growth

in the factor endowment,
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(a) output per firm in the market equilibrium approaches the

first best optimum;

(b) the number of firms in the market equilibrium changes

gradually from being in excess to being too few, as com

pared to the unrestricted social optimum;

(c) the scope for a regulatory policy that ai~s at controlling

the firms' behavior decreases;

(d) the welfare improving potential of an entry controlling

policy is first reduced and thereafter increased: and that

(e) welfare in the market equilibrium will generally not approach

the welfare level of the unrestricted social optimum, but

will, in the limit, converge towards a level that is nega

tively correlated with the degree of product differentia

tion.

Finally, due to (c) and (d), when we compare the efficiency

of the two regulatory policies

(f) all possible sizes of the economy can be devided into three

mutually exclusive intervals. In the highest, structural

regulation is most efficient, in the middle interval be

havioral regulation is preferred, whereas for the lowest

region the result is ambiguous.

A conceptual difference between this paper and most of the

earlier literature is that we allow for situations where firms

believe that their actions will influence the actions of others;

that is, where the perceived cross elasticity of demand is dif

ferent from that when firms hold Cournot conjectures, and where

firms' market shares are not close to zero.
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That firms take into account how their actions affect

others makes the framework suitable for the analysis of other

cases than Chamber1in's (1933), and Dixit's and Stig1itz's (1977),

"large group" industry. It seems that their models are most

suitable for the analysis of large economies. On the one hand,

they assume that there are many firms active in the industry,

so as to motivate e.g, Bertrand conjectures. On the other they

require that the industry is well-defined, and possible to dis

tinguish from the rest of the economy. The second point seems

to require that the elasticity of substitution between different

variant of the differentiated good is high, to make products

similar from the consumers' point of view. But the higher this

elasticity, the larger the Slze of the representative firm, and

hence the lower the number of firms in equilibrium. The number

of firms will be larger again if the industry constitutes a large

proportion of the economy, but this might run contrary to our

attemt at making a clear distinction between the industry and the

rest of the economy. A way out is hence to assume that the economy

is large. For cases other than this, however, the framwork pre

sented here should have some merit.
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FOOTNOTES

* Thanks are due to James Harkusen, Torsten Perssson, and

Lars E.O. Svensson for valuable discussions. They also, to

gether with Avinash Dixit, Wilfred Ethier, Harry plam, Gene

Grossman and earl Hamilton,'provided comments on earlier drafts,

as did participants in seminars in the Stockholm Theory Workshop,

and at the Institute for International Economic Studies. I am

also grateful to Humanistisk Samhallsvetenskapliga Forskningsradet

for financial support.

1. We refer to the sections of the two papers where aCES

utility index for the differentiated goods is employed.

2. Spence (976), and Dixit and Stiglitz (977), also consider

cases where the elasticity of demand is not confined to being

constant, but then this is due to other formulations of the pre

ferences over the differentiated goods, rather than this supply

side phenomenon.

3. Such biases are studied in Spence (1976).

4. Locational models as those used by Rotelling (1929), and

Lancaster (1979), attempt to capture same of these aspects.

5. L might be thought of as the total endowment of good Y,

Y the amount consumed and L-Y the amount that is transformed

into X goods. In particular, as suggested by Dixit and Stiglitz,

we can interpret the economy's factor endowment as the time at

the disposal of the consumers. If each individual has a fixed

amount of time available, L will be the number of consumers,

and good Y might be interpreted as leisure.
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6. There are generally, in a model such as this, incentives

for firms to gain control over other firms in order to co-

ordinate output decis;ons, but this lS not dealt with here.

7. We need to assume, strictly speaking, that the marginal

cost exceeds the marginal revenue at xi = O. This would be

taken care of by any fixed cost, since the marginal cost would

then be infinite at this point.

8. All cooperative solutions are assumed away.

9. The second-order condition is that the elasticity of

marginal cost exceeds that of marginal revenue, i . e . :

x. dE. x.f"(x. )
+

l l
<

l l
T (xi) .

E. (E
i

1) E. ~ f I (x.)
-

l l l l

T(x
i)

and e(x.) are related in the following way
l

xi 0' (xi)

O(x
i

)

10. However, cf. footnote 1.

11. Dixit and Norman (1980) motivate this with, first, that

firms hold Cournot conjectures and hence dx./dx. = 0 for all
J l

j # i, and second, that the firm under study is assumed to be

small relative to the market and therefore SXB/L. x~ is approxi-
l J J

mately zero. The same approximation is done iD Dixit and Stiglitz

(1977), but with Bertrand type conjectures.

12. For a discussion of this issue see Pettengil1 (1979), and

Dixit and Stig1itz (1979).
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13. n 15 h e n c e f o r t h jt r e at e.c as a real number, although it

should he an integer.

14. See e.g. Dixit and Norman (1980), or Helpman (981),

for an explicit treatment of the international equilibrium.

15. Net trade lS the net exchange of differentiated goods

for food.

16. Lancaster (1980) calculates an inter-group elasticity

of demand with this property, using the same demand represen-

tation.

17. It lS shown in the appendix that a sufficient, although

not necessary, condition for B to have a local maximum at

(nu, xu) is that xUf"(xu)/f' (x u) > - (1 - S); so the marginal

cost might hence be decreasing in the output volume at the

equilibrium point.

18. That is, each individual firm strives to keep its share

of the market, implying dxj/dxi ~ xj/xi O/n-l, or by symmetry

that 6 = n - 1. As we assumed that n > 8 + 1 above, we hence

only allow conjectures to be to that of a market share

behavior. (This restriction wouldn't be necessary with non-

constant budget shares for the two types of goods).

19. Fixed costs must be small to allow for a sufficiently

small f(x
e).

20. A sufficient second-order condition 15 that n o.

21. We can distinguish additional unambiguous intervals, if

we allow ourselves to completely ignore the integer problem.
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if L < l., and L -+ 0+, then ne -+ n
U

+ , whereas x
e

diverges more

and more from xu, There will therefore be an additional inter

val (0, 1) in which behavioral regulation is more efficient.

We hence have two possibilities: Either L > ~, in which case

behavioral regulation is preferable for all L S i, whereas

structural regulation has a larger welfare improving potential

for L > L. Alternatively, k < ~, in which case the sequence of

preferable second-best policies is, starting at L = 0; behavioral,

structural, behavioral, structural.
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APPENDIX

1(XU; : 0 is Sufficient to FulfiZl the Second-order Condition

Q ]-Q
For B(n,x) 8Q(

nf(X)) bave tbatn x \L - we

Cl 2B rCl 1
(1 - Cl)

f(x)2 1
~- B(')l- - +

S 2 (L - nf(x))2Jn

Cl
2B

a r· 1- B(·) (_1 + 1
Cl} 2" 1 - Cl Jx

Cl
2B

- B(·) Cl
(1 +

a
ClxCln xn S(1 - Cl)

(AI)

(A2)

(A3)

A sufficient condition for tbe function to bave a local maxi-

mum at (x u , nU) is that the Hessian is negatively definite at

this point, i.e.

(M)

(AI) - (A3) inserted in (A4) gives after some manipulations

the condition

(AS)
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If we take the logarithm of the limit value In (30)

we get

(% + 1 - a) In(a(l - (3) + (3) - (1 - a) In S.

Differentiating w.r.t. 13 yields that

a ( \ a I-a- -Q-2 1n a (1 - 13 ) + (3) + C- + 1 - Cl) -,-~:::-:::.".,,-----o,,
f' i3 hO - (3) + (3)

13 2 In (a(l - (3) + (3) > O.

o - a)
--13-

The limit value in (30) is hence increasing in 3. This implies that

the expression in (30) is at its maximum when i3 approaches unity, in

which case

(Be/L)
----+ 1.
(Bu/L)
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PRODUCT DIFFERENTIATION AND CUSTOMS UNIONS*, **

The literature on customs unions theory is gargantuan.

Nevertheless it strikes us as in~dequate, both in the theore

tical cases it addresses and in the actual circumstances of

the world economy to which it is comm~nly thought relevant.

This paper aims to spell out the details of this inadequacy

and to indicate some lines along which the theory ought to be

developed.

Section 1 very briefly describes basic ideas in con

temporary customs union theory, and section 2 then discusses

at some length necessary extenSiOTI5. A general proposition

is advanced in the next section. Section 4 develops a specific

model incorporating the new features, and section 5 then exhibits

aspects of this model via some special comparative-statics exercises.

1. BASICS OF CUSTOMS UNION THEORY

There is a huge literature in this area for three dis

tinct reasons: (i) the institutional fact that there are many

types of discriminatory trade besides customs unions proper

(preferential trading arrangements, free trade areas, common

markets, economic unions, and so on), (ii) the subject demands

disaggregation beyond two-country, two-commodity models, and

therefore gives rise to many conceivable combinat1:ons of

characteristics of countries, commodities, and trade flows,

and (iii) the subject requires comparisons of distorred

* This chapter was written together with Wilfred Ethier.
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equilibria which, in particular in conjunction with the second

point, increases the mathematical complexity of the analysis.

In practice the latter two factors have proved decisive, with

analysis concentrated disproportionately upon the case of a

customs union proper (free internal trade combined with a common

external tariff).

Two basic ideas stand out from the wealth of specific

analysis. The first, which might be called the Vinerian Des

cription~ is the notion that the net effect of a customs union

is dependent on the balance of trade creation and trade diver

sion. This idea is in truth the very core of customs union

theory.

(1) rVinerian Description}. Formation of a customs

union produces trade creation between the partners,

in response to the mutual elimination of tariffs on

each other's goods, and trade diversion from third

countries to the partners, in response to the tariff

discrimination produced by the union.

Trade creation is by presumption beneficial and trade diver

sion harmful. Union formaticn is thus seen as a second-best

exercise, with one distortion replaced by another. This, to

gether with the need for at least some disaggregation, accounts

for the multitude of separate possibilities. Other aspects of

union formation have of course also received attention. Notable

examples, to which we shall return, include changes in the terms

trade-both within the union and vis-a-vis the outside world-and

also economies of scale and the degree of c0mpeti.tion.
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Mention of the terms of trade relative to the rest of

the world brings us to the. second basic idea, due to Kemp,

Vanek, Ohyama and Wan. Setting the extermal tariffs at

appropriate levels can cause the member countries, in the

aggregate, to trade with the rest of the world exactly the

same collection and quantities of goods that, in the aggre

gate, they traded prior to the union. Then the union will

have no effect at all on the rest of the world, and the

members must in the aggregate benefit, because the only effect

they experience is the freeing of mutual trade. In essence,

manipulation of the external tariff schedule allows any customs

union to eliminate all trade diversion and so consist only of

trade creation. By allowing a small deterioration in its

external terms of trade, the unlOD can ensure that also non

members benefit.

(2 ) By an appropriate choice

of common external tariffs and of lump-sum tran5-

fers among members, any customs union can assure that

no countries in the world lose, and that some gain,

as a result of the formation of the unlon.

This proposition applies irrespective of initial condi

tions, and so establishes a sense in which the countries of

tIle world always have incentives to form additional uni,ons

until global free trade is achieved l

2. DESrRABLE DEPARTcRES

Althouf,h the two ideas discussed aboye hardly begin to
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do justice to the vastness of customs union theoryl, they do

indicate the distin~uishing featllres of the subject and are

its most important conclusions. Thus we take the pair as a

benchmark from which to inquire in what direction contem-

porary problems mandate that the subject be further developed.

We indicate four directions. The four have by no means been

completely ignored by the literature; and in some cases have

received formal t r e a t me n t, but they do depart substant ially

from the core of received customs unions theory.

(a) The basic element of the conven-

tional theory is tariff discrimination: the good t ha t can

be imported free of dutv from a partner faces a tariff when it

comes from a non-partner country, But partners also trade

among themselves some f,oods which they do not import at all

(eitllcr before or after the union) from outside countries. For

want of a better term, we describe as the

change in trade with outside countries due to the elimination

of tariffs on goods traded only within the
. 2

unlon . Thus trade

modification differs from its familiar sister concept of trade

diversion in that it can be produced by tariff changes consistent

with the Host Favored Na t i on clause and with the GATT, that is,

by economic integration resultin? from the nondiscriminatory

elimination by the partners of tariffs on goods they import only

from each other.

Suppose, as an example, that France and Germany form a

customs union, witt! France eliminating its tariff on German auto-

motive s uppl i e s , also i n i t i ai i v i mpo r t e d from Amcr i ra . This dis-
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criminatory tariff change would presumably induce trade diver

sion, with imports of German automotive supplies replacing some

or all of the imports from America. Now suppose in contrast

that France initially imports small cars from Germany and large

cars from America, and that the integration takes the form of

a French abolition of the tariff on small cars. Such a non-

discriminatory tariff change is not usually considered as within

the domain of customs union theory, even though it is likely to

defl.ect French demand from American to German automotive pro

ducts in about the same way as the previous case, Nex t , suppose

instead that there is a unified world automobile industry, with

France importing engines from Germany and bodies from America,

and that France abolishes its tariff on engines. This again

causes trade modification, but now French imports of American

bodies will likely rlse along with French imports of German

engines.

Trade modification differs from trade diversion In that it

1S not the result of geographical tariff but

rather of the replacement of one set of tariffs by another, with

the property that the tariffs which are changed apply directly

to trade flows between a strict subset of countries. As the

example makes clear, degrees of substitutability and complemen

rarity between goods become crucial.

Extending the scope of the theory to encompass trade modi

fication might well therefore open the gates to another flood

of special cases - hardly welcome in this field especially. And

the bulk of empirical work in the area cannot be interpreted
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as distingllishing trade diversion from trade modification.

But there are good reasons why the tlleory should include

both. Fi r s r of course is that both a r e in principle part

of the problem. More significant is the large vo1ume of

ernpiri(:al work, by Kravis 3110 Lipsey and nany others, that

in the last decade has reveale(! extensive internaticlnal

price discrimination at even quite disaggregated levels.

As a result economists now tend, much more than before, to

think of international trade as the exchange of differen

tiated products, rather than of homogeneolls goods. This

shift ID perception calls for a Sllift in emphasis from

trade diversion towards trade modification.

But the most important consideration is the range of

phenomena to which the theory of economic illtegration oUBht

to apply. Although many attempts at customs urlions and

free trade areas tlave been made since tile Second World War,

the only actual, substant i a ll v s u c ce s s f u l , inst an cc to

t-,Thich the theory reflected in the Vinerian Descript ion

literally applies is western European integratioIl. An

important instance, to be sure, but past history. Customs

union theory thus appears seldom to be used as a framwork

for tllOUght about contemporary problems. But issues to

which a theory of eC()llomic intergration to apply

are legion. As a glaring example, consider the dominant

post-war exercise in global commercial policy: the cumula

tiye tariff reductions produced by successive GATT rounds.

As often emphasized by economists and nlPIl e,f affnirs ~like,
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these reductions have concentrated on trade in manufactures

among the developed countries and have been much less relevant

to the trade of LDCs. Thus we have experienced on an histori-

c a I scale (311U c on t Lnue tu do s o as the Tukyo Ro un d cuts are

implemented) the very sort of nationally-biased tariff re

ductions that are the very essence of the theory of economic

integration. But our theory has not been thought relevant

because those cuts, implemented under the Most Favored Kation

clause, directly conflict with the V~nerian Description. The

incorporation of trade modification ~n addition to (or instead

of) trade diversion is essential to the practical relevance of

customs union theory.

(b) Re-

Iated to the distinction between trade diversion and trade

modification is the observation that customs UIllon

theory assumes trade in homogeneous products whereas product

differentiation and intra-industry trade are pervasive in

actual commerce. Theoretical models of these latter phenomena

have been developed in recent years, and extension of these

models to the theory e)f economic integration is obviously

called for. Recall that our present widespread appreciation

of the large and g r ov i ng s i on i f i c a nc e of i.n t r a-r i r.du s r r y trade

in the industrial world actualiy dates from studies of the

effects of economic inteRration in Europe.

(c) These

phenomena have been considered in the lipht of customs 11Dl0D

thcc r v ill thl? n a s t , 1';,'11at is clearly called for now is the
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application of recently developed general equilibrium approaches.

(d) "Sma l.i. Tariff Changes. Customs union theory has generally

considered only "large" tariff changes between partners: the

complete elimination of internal trade barriers. Exceptions

have usually been accompanied by apologetic explanations of the

3
convenience of margrnal analysis. Large changes have been con-

side red an essential aspect of the problem because theorists

have often had in the backs of their minds the example of

European integration~ with free internal trade an objective

from the start, and because the GATT rules permitting customs

unions and free trade areas require the abolition of internal

tariffs; mere reciprocal tariff preferences are ruled out.

But the latter consideration is eliminated by our interest

in trade modification. Furthermore, a concern with contem~

porary problems should redirect attention toward small changes,

rendering marginal analysis of interest in its own right.

The successive GATT rounds have, at each stage, constituted

an incremental change toward free trade among the developed

countries~ If translated into tariff equivalents, the

numerous Voluntary Export Restraints of the "new protectionism"

of recent years likewise constitute incremental chanp,es, though

in the direction of economic disintegration, Another poten-

tially important example is furnished by the codes of conduct

regarding nontariff barriers formulated during the Tokyo Round.

These codes are not automatically binding on the GATT nations,

or limited to them, but are to be individually acceded to by

individual states. Thus each code seems likely to develop a
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circle of participating countries applying vis-~-vis each other

the provisions of the code as regards the respective nontariff

barrier, but applying more restrictive prior standards toward

nonparticipating countries, Thus the codes might well produce

non-tariff equivalents of preferential trading areas.

It is easier to undertake by stages the departures re

commended here. Therefore, in the following section we ignore

imperfect competition and scale economies, but allow trade

modification and inquire into the consequences of a small pre~

ferential change in tariffs, in a conventional context. A

general proposition, analogous to results well-known in the

theory of trade and domestic distortions, follow easily once

attention is directed toward small tariff changes; this pro

positions is stated in section 3, and is formally proved lD

the appendix. In the rest of the paper we consider also the

remaining two suggested departures from the standard treat

ment of economic integration: product differentiation, and

imperfect competition and scale economies. To high-light the

impact of these additions, we construct in section 4 a special

formal model that incorporates all four departures, but that

abstracts from some features already studied. In section 5

we analyze properties of this model by means of comparative

statics experiments. Finally, some brief concluding remarks

are given in section 6.

3, AN ADDITIONAL GENERAL PROPERTY

Consider an initial state of discriminatory trade where
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a group of countries, 10 a tariff-ridden world, 11ave formed a

customs unlon with free internal trade. Suppose these coun

tries stage a "marginal retreat ll from the union by imposing

a small tariff on imports from each other. Free initial in

ternal trade implies that a marginal import by any member

from a partner yields a welfare increase equal to tIle welfare

loss due to the exports required in payment. Thus the "trade

destruction" caused by the marginal internal tariff will entail

a zero first-order effect on welfare. But any increased trade

with the rest of the world produces a positive first-order

effect since the initial external tariffs imply that an addi

tional import increases welfare by more than the sacrifice

required to pay for it.

(3)

If any Rroup of countries has free mutual trade 10

a tariff ridden world, their joint welfare will be

increased by a marginal tariff 0n each other's goods

that raises total trade with the rest of the world

(in the specific sense that the new volume of trade

yields the partners jointly more revenue than the old,

at the original tariffs and prices), if the prices at

which the partners trade with external countries do

not change.

In essence, the net benefits fonn "undoing" some trade

diversion and trade modification necessarily swamp the losses

entailed by "t r ade destruction", for a small retreat from a

Ctlstoms union. This partially llndercuts the consistent motives
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for union formation that seem to be supplied by idea (2).

Also (3) imply a motivation fOT tariff preferences tllat

fall short of a complete unioll. This is quite consistent

with the prominent contemporary lssues that the previous

section argued OlIght to be addressable by the theory of

economic integration.

4. SCALE ECO~OMIES A~D PRODUCT DIFFERE~TIATIO~: A

SPECIAL ~fODEL

The previous section focused on trade modification as

well as trade diversion and considered small tariff changes

rather than large ones. BlIt we said nothing about induced

changes in the degree of product differentiation (that is_

in the number of distinct commodities), and, more prominently

yet, imperfect competition and scale economles are foreign to

the optimality conditions central to the logic of the pro

positions. Thus we have set off on some but not all of those

departures from standard theory that we have argued for.

We have no wish to construct the awesome structure that

would simply add our further suggested innovations to what we

have already done in the previous section. Instead we now

consider a special model that incorporates our four desired

departures in as sharp a fashion as possible: by abstracting

from other features. For better or worse, this is also the

strategy used in the recent literature on international trade

and scale economies, imperfect competition, and product differen

tiation. The mociel we use resembles closely some of the models
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developed in this literature and is basically of the same type

as those employed in the two previous chapters. We hence

approach our issue from the direction of this recent literature,

rather than by modifying the type of models traditionally used

in customs unions theory.

We assume there are three countries: the partners (A and B)

and the rest of the world, denoted by an asterisk. A and B can

be thought of as DCs, the rest of the world as an LDC. A and B

produce goods in two common sectors; manufactures and food. There

are n and ID different variants of manufactures produced in A and

B, respectively. They are all (equally) imperfect substitutes to

each other from the consumer's point of view, although they are

o
X-MANUF.

X-MANUF.

Y-MANUF.
<

FOOD FOOD

Fig. 1

>

Y-MANUF.
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Let us nOI;\T turn to the production side. The production

process for manllfactures call be thought of as consisting of

two stages: first primary factors are used to prOdtlCe a (noo-

traded) intermediate input under constant returns to scale,

in the amounts }(A.. and HB in the two Des. This input is t r an s-:

formed to final differentiated goods llnder increasing rctllrns.

Since the equilibrium under study is c h a r ar t e ri z ed by' s t r orig

symmetry, in the sense that x
k

= X
k

Vi, and y~ = yk, 'lfj, each
1 J

t i rrn in the manufacturing sector in A employs :-l
A

/ n of the i n t e r-:

mediate good, and correspondingly MB/n ill B,

INTERMEDIATE
GOODS

8

PRIMARY FACTORS

Fig. 2
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We assume that entry is free, so th2 condition for industry equi-

iibrium is t11at profits are zero:

PX
A :f'

r
n

and QY
m

(2)

where P and Q are the prices received by producers of manufac-

t u r ed products in A and R, r e s pe c t i ve i y , r is the price of the

intermediate input, and where X ~ + X
E

+ X*, and y = + yE + y*.

To express the conditions in this f o r-m we use the fact that each

firm \.;i11 adjust its quantities in the three markets in such a way

tl13t it receives ttle same price everywhere. The internal increasing

returns tt) scale stenl from a fixed cost a, coupled witll a constant

marginal cost b. We c ou t d therefore alternatively simply define

n(a + bX), and ME mea + bY)

a"d consider r
A

cost fuet ion.

and
B

r , as the "factor-price i nd e x" in the separable

The conditions for profit maximization in the two manufac-

tllring industries Catl be stated as:

A
r b, and

E,
r b. (3)

:\0\" from equations (2) and (3) we immediately get that the

total output volume ()£ a firm in the manufacturing sectors is

fixed:

x Y
a
b

This is in particular dlle te) the homothetic technology. Tt then

f o i i ows that:
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The rest of this section presents the comparative statics

results. Discussions of these results are postponed to the

ensuing section 5.

Since we use P
F

as the nurneraire, we have from equation

(9) :

where

I
PnX

dt
1 + t

;t _ QmY ~B

(1-a) (IA+1B)
+ t (l0)

The numbers of firms in the manufacturing sectors are pro-

portional to the outputs of the two intermediate goods:

n

m

The terms-of-trade changes are directly obtained from

(5) and (6):

q

p

where
A

o

A~

-t - G n

~T"(HA)

T' (:-rA) ,
and

clBS" (clB)

S' (cl
B)

(11)

(12)

The changes 1n trade and consumption patterns are given by:

(0
B~

cl! (S i) (13)YA m + -

(a
B~

~)! (.3 1 ) (14)YB m -

(a
B~ A~

1) (15)
Y* m - G n)!(S -

t , + A m
(1 - S oA) ) + m

Cl - oB) -ZA \1 0 n m
n+rn 1-3 n+m

- m (i6 )
n+m
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( m
( 1 - \ + m

( 1 - oB) +ZB \1 } n m
n+m n+m

+ (1 + m (17)
n+m

d " 7k / k f k A B'='-- I \.. J. t ), and zk 0= • X 0 r = -, .

The fol.lowing two expressions are reduced forms of the

market eqllilibrillm conditions for X- and Y-goods, respectively,

and they Will be the starting point of the proceeding analysis:

+ (

rn
+

n+rn

m 1
(n+rnfJ

] (;'-m) +

+

+
m

(n+m)
m (l8)

-H*t - r,A
L

n

n+m

n 1 A

(1-3)0~+rn) J

1(l~-~)

r B + _1_1 ~
l" L-riJ

n (L9)

where pk is the share of world income for country k.

We subsequently make the special assumption that
B

(] == o ,

i.e., that the elasticities of the slopes of the transformation

curves are tlle same at the equilibrium point, in the two union

count r i o s . This has the meri t , aside from increased analytical

t r a c t ab i Li r v , of h igh i i gh t ing aspects of p a r t i cur a r interest:

the importance of the degree of product differentiation and the

importance of asymmetries between the member countries in the

relative sizes of tlleir manufacturing sectors and also in their

relative Incomes.
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increase. The member countries hence have J terms of trade Bain

to set against the welfare loss from less product variety. But

there is, of course, an additional source of gain: tIle change

in income, which is unambiguously positive since the rest of the

world is exporting a fixed amount of food. This source is partly

reflected by the third term of 1n equation (24). The Jirec-

tion of change In a member country's welfare is therefore ambi-

guous. \-le see that the total effect lS more likely to be posi

tive Ci) the more sensitive the terms of trade are to given

changes in product variety (higher 0 ), (ii) the less the evalua-

tion of this variety (higher , and (iii) the Ia r g e r the share

of the rest of the world income (smaller +

The rest of the world has to face both a detrimentai terms

of trade effect and a redllction of product variety, and is there

fore clearly worse off. Algebraically this is immediate from

equation (25), noting that (oU*/!") - 1 O.

5.2 Ji

Now turn to the exerClse treated by proposition (3) and

suppose that t ~ 0 but O. As a starting point, assume

that the partners have equal national incomes: :~?B. Then

again the numbers of varieties produced in the two member coun

tries decline by a common amount, so that Cl:=: (m - n) := O.

Each partner attempts to protect manufacturing, but witll

resources shifting over to tkle agricultural sector the result

is just the opposite! The reason is as follows. The tariff

causes each union member to divert spending from the manufac

tures of its partner to its own manufactures, and the fact
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that q - 0 means that the outside country has no reason to

substitute between X goods and Y goods. Thus from equations

(13)-(l5) we see that YA = -,/0-6) < 0, YE = ,/(l-En > 0,

and y* = O. As the partners are of equal size, these effects

j list cancel.

The higher price of the partner's manufactures reduces

demand, so that with constant output volumes of individual

firms there is downward pressure on the number of firms.

This is reinforced by the fact that the proportion (l-a) of

the tariff revenue raised in the manufacturing sector lS

channeled into the agricultural sector. Thus the net effect

is to protect food, not manufacturing. From equations (13) and

AA
(16) we have that y - zA < 0; that is, a "reversal" of trade

modification.

It is instructive to compare section 3 f s discussion of

proposition (3) with behavior in the altered context of the

present model. First, recall that in the earlier context

gains actually resulted when the reversal of trade modifica-

tion caused the union to import more from the rest of the

world. The structure of the present model allows us to con-

centrate on what is new by ensuring that such gains shrink to

zero: our assumptions about the third country imply that it.

exports an unchanged quantity of food to the union. Exclu-

sively external trade is neither a substitute for nor comple-

ment to internal trade, to use our earlier terminology, and

there lS also now no trade diversion to "undo", Second, the

terms of external trade were assumed fixed in proposition (3),
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manufacture, X~ and y~ represent the inputs of components i and
1 J

j, and the parameter S reflects the degree of substitutability

between different components. The technology is then such that

each single producer of an intermediate good faces internal in-

creasing returns to scale available when the production process

is geographically concentrated: an example of "national!! economies

of scale.
S

Assembly of the final manufacture is costless, and

exhibits increasing returns to scale in the nlllTIber of different

components that are used. To see this, note that the CES assembly

function gives an output of in the symmetric version, and

hence the output increases faster than the input nX. These

economies of scale are "international", since the size of the

world market for the manufacture determines n, and they also re-

flect the benefits of an increased division of labor in the world

economy; they are assumed to be external to individual assembly

firms.

There is, in this interpretation, trade both in intermediate

goods, and in the final good food. There is initially a tariff

only on the latter good, which is exported by the external country.

It is immaterial whether finished manufactures are assembled where

consumed, or whether they are all assembled in one partner country

and then exported. But in the latter case the interesting possi-

bility of tariffs on final manufactures is not covered by our

analysis, the components must be taxed the same whether imported

directly or embodied in final manufactures, and exports of the

latter must be allowed drawbacks of tariffs paid for imported

components. The total impact on each country's welfare of tariff
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changes is, of course, the same irrespective of model interpre

t a t i on , What differ are the sources of welfare c.hanges. We

saw above that an increase in either the internal or external

tariff reduced both n and m unless the partners were too dif

ferent in tenus of their national incomes. Here this means

that fewer components will be used in the production of manufac

tures, leading to a situation with less exploitation of inter

national returns t.n scale. The main welfare-reducing effect of

the tariffs is thus that they are detrimental lo the division

of labor by diminishing the world market for the final manufac

ture. But, there is no loss here stenuning from reduced exploi

tation of the traditional, national returns to scale. fhe two

developed countries are trying to protect their home industries,

and manage in the sense that a hi.gher proportion of inputs are

locally made. But with both countries acting in a similar

fashion T10 over-all gain is ensured.

6. CO~CLUDING REMARKS

We live in a multilateral world. Therefore any non-universal

change in commercial policy - and they are all in f ac t non-run i ve r--:

sal - OUgllL to fall within the domain of the theory of economic

intergration. But it has not been so, since that theory usually

has been too narrowly conceived. We have argued for four exten

sions: trade modification, consideration of small changes in policy,

scale economies, and product differentiation/imperfect competition.

Adding the first two of these suggested extensions to the

conventional framework we derived a basic proposition, suggested
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1. See Meade (1955, 1956) and Ethier 0983, chapter 12).

2. For recent examples see Wonnacott and Wonnacott (1981),

and LIoyd (1982).

3. The most notable exception lS no doubt .Iame s Meade 0955,

1956), who was criticised in this regard. For example Lipsey

(1967,pp. 271) refers to this "very serious, possibly crippling,

limitation ll
• The subsequent literature has largely avoided

marginal analysis. See, however, Berglas (1979), Reizman (1979),

McMillan and McCarr (1981), and Lloyd (1982).

4. In the more general case oA f oB we would have oA n
B ~

o m

so that manufacturing contracts relatively more in the country

with the greater ease of substitution of food for the nontraded

manufacturing intermediate good; the structure of such economies

remains irrelevant.
B A A

Also we would still have 0 = q = 0 m - 0 n.

5. See Ethier (1979, 1982).
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*APPENDIX 1

This section supplies an explicit proof of proposition (3)

and discusses the proposition further. Assume three countries:

two partners (A and B) and the rest of the world (distinguished

by an asterisk). There is a total of n traded goods, divided

into the twelve groups described in Table 1. Groups 1 to 5

contain goods imported by country A, exportables are collected

in groups 6-10, whereas country A doesn't trade goods in groups

11 and 12.

Group

3

4

5

Commodity DescriDtion

B exports only to A

B exports to A and to the rest of the world

the rest of the world exports only to A

the rest of the world exports to A and to B

the rest of the world and B both export to A

6 A exports only to B

the rest of the world and A both export to B

8 A exports only to the rest of the world

9 A and B both export to the rest of the world

10 A exports to both B and the rest of the world

11 B exports only to the rest of the world

12 the rest of the world exports only to B

Table 1. Description of the commodity groups

* Appendix 1 is written by Wilfred Ethier.
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For each group i, Q
i

denotes the n-vector with a zero in

each component corresponding to a good not in group, i, and

vector of country A domestic prices.

each component that does so correspond.

with the country A domestic price of the respective good in
12

Thus Q - E Qi is the
i=l

Pi apply analo-Vectors
12

= E P. denotes the vector
i=l l

gously to the partner country, so P

of country-B domestic prices.

*In like fashion, Pi denotes the vector of prices actually

paid to the rest of the world, or received from the rest of the

world, for goods in group i (with zeroes in components corres-

RA = * * * *ponding to other goods) . Let PI + P2 + P
J

+ P4
+ Ps + Q6

* * *+ Q7 + Ps + Pg + PlO' Then RA is the vector of prices at which

country A actually transacts with foreigners, except possibly

for those goods in group 5 that are imported from country B.

R
B = P * * * * *In like manner, 1 + P2 + P4 + Ps + Q6 + P

7
+ Pg + PI O+

* *+ Pl l + P
12

denotes B's actual international transaction prices,

except possibly for goods in group 7 imported from A.

T~ , for i = 1, ... , 4, is the n x n diagonal matrix with
1

ad-valorem tariff rates of country A on goods in group i as

the appropriate diagonal elements, and zeroes elsewhere.

A
and T

s
* likewise denote tariff matrices of country A on goods

in group 5 imported from B and from the rest of the world res-

pectively. tariff matrices
B B B B B

Country B T4, T
6, TI O'

T
12,

T
7A,

B
defined analogously. Let TA T~ + T~ + T~ + TA +and T7* are

4

A and TB = TB + T~ +
B B B

Then+ Ts * 4 T7* + T
I O + T12·
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Q (I + TA) RA,

P (I + TB) R
B.

A A * B
Note also that (I + T

s B) Ps (I + Ts*) Ps and (I + T
7A)

Q ~
7

~ = ~B + ~* and ~O = ~OB + ~O*

= (I

group

B *+ T7* ) Pr

~~ is the n-vector of country A
1

(with zeroes elsewhere), and

net imports of goods In

M"=
10

~.I: Also
i~l

1

where the two vectors on

the right in each case record trade with country B and the rest

of the respectively. Analogously for H~, for MB B
world ~ !'\ +

1

H
B

+ H
B

+ MB
+ M~ H

B
+ H

B B B B
and for both+ - M

l O
- Mn + H

12,2 4 5 7 9
B B

, M~* H
B B B eC= B

~=M
2 M2A and =H7A + M7*·

(Note that HI'7 1
B

~B
B - { =H~, ~

B

~OB
B- H

2A, - MS' - H
7A

and - Ml O)'

In country A, total expenditure - denoted by the national

expendi ture f un c t i.on eA(Q, u
A),

where d t t ! t fuA enD eSle vec or O·

utilities of A residents - must equal income, composed of tariff

revenue plus the value of national production, the latter given

by the national product function yA(Q). Thus

Analogously for the partner country:

(AI)

A Ba.sic Expression

Differentiating (AI), noting that deA/dQ - al/aQ

that dQ = dRA
+ d(T

A
RA) gives:

" and
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(A3)

where j:f

country

~ - ~B' In a like manner, we obtain for the partner

(M)

Equations (A3) and (A4) supply measures of the welfare effects on

the partners of changes in commercial policy. The sources of these

effects, spelled out on the right-hand sides of the equations, are

analogous to the sources of welfare effects commonly discussed in

conventional tariff theory. ( For such a discussion, see section

A.6 of Appendix I in Ethier (1983).).

We measure the change in the joint welfare of the partner

:leA :le B
countries by dW ~ -:l-- dUA + -:l-- dUB' Remember that we suppose

u
A

(U
B

constancy In the prices at which A and B transact with the rest

of the world, implying:

With goods in group S (7) being bought from the rest of the world

at prices assumed to be unchanged, d(T
A

RA) (d(T
B

R
B

» will have

zero elements corresponding to positive entries in ~B (M~A)' and

therefore:

dl,

(AS)
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A B
where T

s B
P

s(T 7A
Q7) has zeroes corresponding to non-zero elements

of d~ (dM
B).

Furthermore,

Since also ~B

*elements in Ps

B
(M

7A)
has zero elements corresponding to non-zero

A * BdT
s*

(P
7

dT
7*),

our expression for the effect of

tariff changes on the partners' joint welfare simplifies to

dW (T~B PS) d~ + (T~A Q7) dM
B

+ (TA RA) d~ + (TB R
B)

dM
B.

(A6)

This is our basic result. We now apply it to two special cases in

order to derive proposition (3).

The Proposition

Suppose that A and B initially have a full free-trade area

and impose marginal internal tariffs.

B
T

10
= 0 and (A6) reduces to

Then TA
1

dW (A7)

Thus a marginal retreat from internal free trade will raise the

partners' joint welfare if and only if it raises total tariff

revenue collected on trade with the rest of the world, as stated

above in proposition (3). Note in particular two aspects of this

result.

First, the degree of trade diversion - reflected in the

composition of d~ between d~B and d~* and in the composition
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of dM~ between dM~A and d~* - has no influence at all on dW.

This is to be expected in the light of the previous section's

informal discussion.

Second, trade modification - reflected In the magnitudes

A A BB .
of dM3, dM4, dM4, and dMi2 - wl11 add to or subtract from dW

according as the goods involved are in this sense complementary

to or substitutes for intra-union trade. This, again, is not

surprising in view of the earlier discussion. Indeed, if the

goods which countries A and B trade exclusively with the rest of

the world are sufficiently strong substitutes for the goods they

exchange with each other, they could have an incentive to form

an "anti-union", that is, to add a marginal discriminatory tariff

on each others' goods. The two would have reason to seek separate

preferential arrangements with the rest of the world, rather than

with each.

It is instructive to decompose the right-head side of (A7) as

follows:

(AB)

Note that an "undoing" of trade diversion - indicated by

positive terms within the first set of parentheses on the right-

hand side of (AB) - must increase 1-1 regardless of how great the

accompanying reduction in intra-union trade in the same goods

happens to be. This is a consequence of the initial free in-

ternal trade, as discussed in the previous section.
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The influence of trade modification is summarized by the

second parenthesized term on the right-hand side of (A8). Joint

partner welfare is thereby raised or lowered according as this

term is positive or negative, that is, according as the goods

traded exclusively with the rest of the world are in this sense

on balance substitutes for or complementary to intra-partner

trade.

Trade diversion and trade modification is central in the

exercise. The presumptive Tole of trade diversion is clear: it

should cause a marginal retreat from a free-trade area to ralse

joint partner welfare. But the role of trade modification de

pends crucially upon whether the goods traded exclusively with

the rest of the world are on balance substitutes for or comple

ments to intra-union trade, in the sense that discrimination in

favor of the latter reduces or increases the volume of the former,

with the change in this volume measured by the net change in part

ner tariff revenue it would generate at initial prices and tariffs.

A free trade area would not constitute an optimal policy 

for A and B jointly, given tariffs on goods from the rest of the

world - without a very special balancing of the various influences

discussed above. If exclusively external trade is on balance

neither strongly substitutable for nor complementary to internal

trade, optimal policy for the partners will presumably entail

tariff preferences that fall short of a full free trade area, so

that customs unions should be unstable.

Significant net eube i-i t-ut.abi.l.iu. both reduces the gain from

initial preferences and increases the gain to a retreat from a
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full unlon. Thus one expects it to cause optimal policy to

feature a lower degree of preference. Sufficient substituta

bility should make. optimal an "anti un i.on" with the members

actually discriminating against each otber. Significant net

cortpl emeni.ar-it.u , finally, increasing the gain from ini tial

preferences and reducing that fram a retreat, presumably cause

the optimal policy to more closely approximate free internal

trade. Large enough complementarity could cause the optimal

policy to be a "super union" with internal trade actually

stimulated by subsidies financed by tariffs on external trade.

Note that the European Community's Common Agricultural Policy 

which does not naturally come to mind in a discussion of opti

mality - does in fact possess some of the characteristics of

such a case.
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APPENDIX 2

Fur.ct.i.one

A a lA
Q(l + T)Y ~ --_-g---

ny A' + m

where YA

where YB

-6nYB + m

PX*
_ a I*

- n + my~

Y*
where Y* " X*

_ a I*
QY* - ----6---

ny* + m

P z*
F

(1 - a)I*

The Relative Change in the Indirect Utilities

The indirect utility function for country A is:

VA =
-a -Cl-a)

Y(R
A)

(l + t) lA,

1 1

where RA - (np P + m(l + T)PQP) P ~ p-l(n + m(l + ,()Pqp) P,



and p" 13
~'
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and for the third country

v* -ay (R*) 1*.

where

R*

Y is a constant, and R
k

is a price index defined over the dif-

ferentiated goods. These expressions become, when differentiated

logari thmically:

~A _ a ~A _ (1 - a)t + I,

and

v* - a R*

~A

where we use that I iB
_ I, and that 1* = O.

Concentrate for a moment on the change in the price index

RA. The relative change can be split up into two components:

~A = r m (q + T)
Ln + m

1 - 13
---13--- N. (A9)

The second term is the effect on the index of a change in

the number of varieties available to the consumer, at given re-

lative prices. This term is of course not present in the tradi-

tional analysis of customs unions, but will prove to be of con-

siderable importance here.

Returning to the change in utility we get by substitution:

~A (AID)

By substituting equations (la) and (23) into (Ala) we arrive

at expressions (24) and (25) in the text.
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TRADE U, [Or; DETEfu\\Ir;ED "AGES, C:\p!l'LOnU,);T, AND

rnr SIZE OF THE PUBLIC SECTOR*

1. INTRODCCTION

Most smaller developed market economies are characterized by

a large public sector, and by the fact that the seller's side of the

Lab o r market is controlled by a small number of trade unions, or

confederations of trade unions. organizing a large share of workers.

Intuitively, one would expect the size and the growth of the public

sector to have exerted influence on these unions' wage claims through

at least two channels. First, the financing of this growth has re

quired continuously increasing taxes. In many countries industrial

workers' average income tax rates amount to 30 to 40 , and so do

pay-roll taxes. At the margin these taxes are even more striking.

For instance, Lindbeck (1983a) reports that the marginal wedge between

the return to a household and the wage cost for a firm often is

around 300 % and occasionally more than 700 % in Sweden. Taxes have

risen to the extent that it is sometimes asserted that government tax

policies are equally or more important for workers' real income than

is the outcome of wage settlements.
l

Second, the public sector's

expansion has also had the effect of diminishing the share of the

work force that is employed by the private sector. It has hence

reduced the number of employees working in firms that exhibit e.g.

cyclical variations in demand for labor. This effect is potentially

of considerable importance, since the public sector's share of total

employment is around 20 % in many countries, and is approaching and

exceeding 30 % in some. But even though a close relationship between
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t~l~ size of the public sec:t is r-eq o c r-t.Lv

POI d eb a re, .i r r cu r i o-.

pr-s c i b n a t u re
')

Linkages. L

theoretical.1y a!121yze as p e c t s

SIze of the public sec: r, r r adc un i.or:

uncrr p 1

qUE'S consiclered 18 the

aloe

at i o ns ii i p b e t.wc e n

put III c oun t ri cs

3ccumulat~ng government budget 1el[S.

frequent Lv objected on the grouncls that such

~("'J s ub s t a-t t i r they will leari serious

,if they a r e lC1 Ilc:lVe an v noticeable effect Oil

t!crsistent

:v :1 temporary,

"n tr uct.u r a J." type.

phenomenon. but that it

the fear for longer

be substantiated?

l'h c t rd question considered is also frequent discussed among

l)()l i cy-io r i e n t European economists. Lt concerns

run .t l.Loc- a ri o n a l effects of short run s t ab i l i z a r iori

pursued in tile lY60s and , in particular. Ihese

! le1 tilt:' Io rn. of more or un('oJlditional interventions by

l t

r-rl;llPrlt into tllP Jnbc)y market; unconditional ill the sense

undertaken regardless of the source of the unemployment

Covcrnments have hence attempted to stabilize emp Lovmuo t

hiri nr;s and layoffs. Rut it is sometimes asserted

more successful in llirillg workers in economic
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slumps, than in laying them off in times of

It is even sometimes claimed that the ve

the publ.ic sector in many European cou~tries, C:ll1

by this asymmetry.
3

The third issue cOllsidered is

tianal effects of an erapl.o yme n t s t ab i lI z a ti.on po l IC\ t iii

The wage formatic)n process can ev

perspectives, each focussing 011 a parti

sized here is the poterltial

who already have established rrieris c l.ve s in r h e p ri va t t o r

market, and those who may enter this ma rk er.

a divergence is potential.1y vrry import;lnt.

It turns

The cllapter's bas idea is that rk o r s dl

the private sector have a higtler emp

future, than do workers ',..rho are about t o enter this J

can advance at least two reasons wtlY tilis Sllou1li

there is usually Rome type of seniori

order In wh i c h workers are laid off r ol. i

lity of acquiring work experi glVCS the

tage over entrants, in particular whc n \'Jages for cn t

than their value marginal product, as is of tell

The fact that workers ffer iTl ttleir probahi

implies that they \"i11 have different mo x t r-p r r-Lr

with El trade-off be t we e n private ron s ump t i

employment. If wo rk e r s perceive the wo r I.c as

is a negative relatioTl between the prolluct

rnent, tl10se who already hol.d jobs will

entrants.
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Two features of trade union organizations then become important.

The first is that only trade union members can influence the union's

wage policy, and the second is that to become a member it is usually

required that one already has a job in the sector. 4 The combination

of these factors results in a system where the private sector's

uniform wage is not determined in the interest of those who want

a private sector job. Instead, only those who are already established

in the private sector have an opportunity of influencing the wage,

and the wage will therefore be higher than it would otherwise be.

The model is presented in section 2. The object of analysis

is a closed economy, consisting of a private and a public sector.

To highlight unlon influences on the economy, the union is assumed

to unilaterally set the wage. The private sector experiences varying

levels of unemployment, due to a random component in the private

sector's demand for labor. To capture the fact that the probability

of future employment differs between workers who are already employed

and workers who are new in the labor market, we adopt a slightly

modified version of a trade union model developed by Grossman (1983a,

b), referred to as the "seniority model". It is assumed that un i on

members differ In seniority, and that possible layoffs or rehirings

are determined according to this ranking. The uniform wage is deter

mined through majority voting with direct democracy. At the time of

voting the demand for labor is uncertain, but the uncertainty is

resolved immediately after the wage is set. Preferences of union

members are single-peaked, and hence the outcome of the voting is

the wage that is most preferred by the member who is the median In

terms of the seniority ranking. possible unemployment is hence

lI c l a s s i c a l " , resulting from too high real wages.
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The rest of the chapter lS structured as follows. The trade

union's reaction function lS derived in section 3. The ensuing

section considers how the size of the public sector influences

"long run ll wages and unemployment lD the private sector. Section

5 studies some dynamics of wages and unemployment that result from

a once-and-for-all reduction in the size of the public sector.

In section 6 structural consequences of a government employment

stabilization policy are analyzed. Section 7, finally, contains

a tentative discussion of some policies which aim at reducing the

economy's unemployment, and also some concluding comments.

2. THE MODEL

Consider an economy comprising a public and a private sector.

Both sectors use the only variable [actor, labor, which is homogenous

and perfectly mobile between sectors. The PUbZ1,~C: ee ct.ov influence s

the economy in two ways. First, it employs G workers, where the level

of G is determined by an exogenous political decision. Second, the

government levies a proportional tax 1 on each employed worker. The

tax may vary positively with the size of the public sector, or it may

5,6
be constant

1 T(G) , 0<1<1. (1)



perfect competitive 1n tile private sector.

l nd us t s demand for labor ~ depends on tile real (product)

w ~n(j 0!1 a ranclom productivity parameter T,..Te as s urne for

C'()llVelliencc that IS uniforQly distributed in tl1e i~tcrval

[1 - 1 1 + J, and that the dc t c rn i n i s t i c part of the demand

function is linear In the. wage 7, Formally,

(w) , o.

ThE ilctor of particular interest to us IS the

Ttlere migllt be a public sector trade un10n as well,

llut since we are not concerned with the interaction between trade

Llnions, and since the size of public employment is exogenollsly

d e t.e r-ri i

(1rganl

, we focus on ttlC private sector union only. Ttle latter

all privately employed wo rk e r s , There is In our f o rmu La-:

c xp I icit inrerti ve for a worker t o j o i n the union, but WE:.

s ume he has to b e c ome ;:'1. member of the union, wh cn offered a private

be p e rroi t t ed to wo r k i n the sector. ~7e aSSlIDlE' also,

sinlplicity, tilaL a worker who is 3 union member remains in the

union unless he b e c ornes employed by the government, even if he 1S

temporarily laid off in the private sector. A worker who have lost

~lis public sector job does not become a trade union member until

lIe flilS obtai!1cd a job in the private sector - a private sector job

of IS i1 prereqllisite for llnion membership.

bas i c as s nmp ti ons of t h« s eni o r i ty model are that the wage

IS un i La te r a Ll y set bv the un i on he fore the productivity level (and

labor (lp~l~lnd) is knc)wn, and tllat seniority determines who

II oI ('I rehi fed Hencc, vorkers arc not the same even

s i or, since tlic y a r e assumed to differ in their
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seniority r311ki,Tlg. A worker's ranking is giverl by an in(lex

lies in the illterval [0 , ~J, where M is the the union l~;

membership at the time of vo t ing anc whc r e i :::.:; 0 IS the mos r s cn i or

worker. Each worker has a unique most-preferred wage depellJirlg

11is seniority ranking, with more senior workers preferring higher

wages. lne union I S ylage d ema n d is c.e t.e rrn i n e d according to

voting rule. It c an be sh own that there o x i s t.s under these

ma ; ty

tions a majority vot.ing equilibrium wh i c]: maximizes the exp e ct ed

utility of the median voter (i.e. the worker with seniority ranking

~1/2) 10

To keep mGitters simple as possible, we a s s ume that wo rk c

derive. uti li only from priv3tc consumption. Let V( depict cl

wo rko r' s utility function, \\7h1 ch is assumed tCJ be

a decreasing rate in the c(lnsumptio-1 Iev e l c. There are

i.nr; but at

so tIle employe,! worker c is equal. to the after-tax real

(J T) v..-' , and for the unemployed c c q ua i.s the f level n .

h'orke1 will be emp l.o ye d if t h« r o a l i z e d LS

targe.r t h an or equal to the number wo r k e r s seni t han

Tile probahi1itv for tllis to i 1
o c c u r ]::;

> i )

/-)
\ . .1

it \" 1 S

ma,x

s . t ,

V( (1

1
26 [1 +

T)w)+(l-

N!2 ]
v(w) .

) V(b)

(4)
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We assume that the worker treats the government's decision

variables as exogenously given and that he disregards the effects

of induced future changes in the size of the membership, when

deciding on hiR optimal wage. Assuming an interior solution, the

optimization problem for the median voter gives rise to the following

first-order cond i t i on 12;

/2 d drrM/
2

rr
M

dw [V((l - T)W)] + [V((l - T)W) - V(b)] dw 0,

OY, explicitly expressed,

O.

fI(w, c, M) (1 - T)(l + 6 - ~;~») Vc((l - T)W) +

+ ~v (w)[V ((1- T)W) - V(b)]
v(w)2 w

(5)

Consider, say, an increase In the wage with one unit. This will have

two effects for the worker. First, he will for a constant probability

of employment, increase his consumption when employed with 1 - T,

which obviously raises his utility. This is the first term in equa-

tion (5). Second, his probability of employment is reduced, since

for each realized productivity level the demand for labor is reduced

by av
w'

The utility loss from this depends on the difference in con-

sumption levels when employed and when unemployed, as given by the

second term.

3. THE TRADE UNION'S REACTION FUNCTION

As mentioned ~n the introduction, the government influences the

union's choice of wage in two ways: it levies an income tax on workers,

and it determines the size of the public sector, which may affect the
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union's membership. Our next task is to determine the nature of

these relationships.

Equation (5) gives the median voter's voted wage w as an

implicit function of, among other variables, the tax rate and the

size of the membership. We express these relationships compactly

in the form of a reaction function, w <jJ(T , M).

Let us start by considering how the tax affects the voted wage.

13
Differentiation of the first-order condition (5) gives

(6)

where

A - (1 + 8 - M
v/2)('1

+ (l-T)W Vcc)v - M/2 w V Vc'
T Vc c J w

A
w

is negative, ful1filling the second-order condition, but AT

can in principle hp o f either sign. The l a t ter is unambiguous}')'

positive if the absolute value of the coefficient of relative risk

averSLOll (1 - )w Vc:c/Vc,is larger than unity (ef Oswald (1982».

I'hc r e are three effect's involved; two of whj r l: tend to give a

positive. relation between the tax and the voted wage, and one wh i c h

works iTl the opposite direction. T110 Ilenative effect stems from tIle

term - (1 + Vc' Tt captures the "p r opo r r i ona l " as opposed

to "Tump-r s um" nature of the tax: an increased proportional tax implies

that Cl wage increase IS less valuable, SlDce less of the increaSE in

ltl(:ome is kept wit}l t~le 11ighpr tax. A lower wage will therefore be

preferred, since the price payed for tllP last wage

unit in the terms of a Lowe r probability of employment is the same

as before the tax increase. This t e r-m is not present if the tax is



S is tt12 term lrl:lu~iJlg the coeL£icient relative risk aversion.

The thi term, f-LL111Y, the [crence between utility

levels wr.e n

terms hence

and when unen.p i ov.-u

illcr('ase the votcJ

Jirninistled. Both tllese

He assume that the tendency to the wage is dominated by

the tax-push e f ie c t s , wor k i n.; in t.he opposite direction, i.e. that

> O. see~s that the empirically more interesting (~ase is the

onc when ~he t rad e un i on seeks la compensate itself, at least partially,

for t3X increases. 1'tlis view seems to be well in accordance with con-

ventional wi :lrJOTI t; economists; see c .. Li ndb e rk (~ICJ8Jh)1/!.

The 12tion of particular interest is tllat between tl1C

S.Lze of the men,ber',;!1ip and the. ma j or i t.v chosen I.\'Clge. I-,:e derive

with

and

0,

v +
c

0,

(7 )

v (C l - -)w \- V(b)""J .,

that is, if 3dJiticn;11 members joi~ the llnion, it will select a lower

wage; a reSlllt earlier derived by Grossmal~ (1983a). ITltuitively, the

larger the un~on, the furttlcr from the top is the median voter, and

the less his chance (Jf brconing employed ilt a given wage.

It seems that n neg3tive relation between the size of the member-

ship 311d the wage should be expected for any type trade union
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facing a downward sloping demand curve for I ab o r , at least for

infra-marginal changes in the size of the membership. Tf a un i on

15 concerned about the: employment of its membership, then the

entry of new members forces the u n i on to set a Lowe r wage, wh ic h

provides absolutely more jobs.

Let us make a final assumption before considering the first

experiment. We assume that the voted wage is such that the least

senior worker has a positive probability of being emp:toyed. Union

membership would o t h e rw i s e imply no advantage at all to this worker,

and he would therefore probably leave the union. This assumption

implies that labor demand in the state with the highest productivity

level must be at least as large as the Slze of the union. We there

fore rule out the set of combinations of the wage, the membership,

and the maximum productivity level, fullfilling the inequality

N(w, 1 + 6) < M. The boundary of this set is given by (w, 1 + 6) = M,

which we denote the "positive Probabilityrl function (PP), since the

marginal member's probability of emplo)~ent is just positive for com

binations of wand M fullfilling the equation.

The PP-func,tion might be more or less steep than the reaction

function. To distinguish the two possibilities we denote the union

portrayed i n Fig. 1 "s t.abl e", whe r e as Fig. :2 depicts an "ur.s t ab l e "

UDlon. (The choice of this terminology 1S made c l ear be Low; ) The

assumption that the marginal member has a strictly positive probabi

lity of employment hence implies that \'le restrict the analysis of the

stable union to cases to the left of ttle intersection of the two

schedules in Fig, 1., i.e. two cases whe r c the union is sma l l.e r than

H. Otherwise some members wouLdn "t get a job in any state of nature.
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Correspondingly, if the union is unstable, we concentrate on situa-

tions where the union is larger than ~{ in Fig. 2.

4. THE SIZE OF THE PUBLIC SECTOR, WAGES AND UNEMPLOYMENT

In this sec~ion we will consider the relationship between the

size of the public sector, wages and unemployment. Even though the

results follow fairly directly from the previous section, they never-

theless deserve to be pointed out. They serve also as a background

for the next section's study of dynamic properties of the model.

We will subsequently refer to a situation where all workers are

either union members or government employees, and so remain period

after period, as a "stationary equilibrium". In such an equilibrium

the voted wage hence also remains the same, whereas private sector

employment varies with the random productivity level. Let us start

by comparing two economies \...7i th the only e.xogenous difference that

in economy liST!, the size of the public sector is larger than in

economy "b"lS. Both economies are in a stationary equilibrium.

Letting T, denote tIle total constant work force:

L - GS < L _ Gb (8)

that is, the union membership is smaller in s than in b, Slnce all

non-government employees are members of the trade union. Further-

more, it is clear that the tax rate is higher in s than in b, unless

S
T

b
T for (9)

It is then immediate from the previous section that the wage ,:8

hie/hey> in economy b:
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S
\1./

b
w . (10)

The possibly higher tax and the smaller membership of tIle trade

union boLh tend to make W
S b

w

The comparison of the two equilibrials graphically depicted

111 Fig. 3. The width of the box corresponds to the economy's total

work force 1" which ill 3 stationary equilibrium is divided into

union members (measured from the left to the right) and government

employees (measllred from the right to the left). TIle slope of the

funet 15 < 0; it hence takes hoth the above mentioned

eff ts into account. It is clear that the sctledule is steeper the

larger the sensitivity of the tax to an increase in the size of the

public s ec t or ,

w w
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which is unambiguously positive since the minimum value of

M - v(w)a 1S zero.

If we differentiate equation (12) with respect to the Slze of

the public sector, we get

dE(Y)
~

M/V

- i8 J [1 - aVw(9M - TG9T)]da ,

1-8

(13)

which generally is of ambiguous sign, as was also argued intuitively

above.

Equation (13) is easier to interpret when rewritten as;

dE(Y)
dG

M/V

- i8 J (1 + Nw(w, a) ~~19) da

1-8

(J 4)

The sign of the integrand is hence determined by the relation between

the slope of the labor demand function l/N
w'

and the slope of reaction

. dWIfunct10n dG The integrand takes on its minimum value at the upper

integration limit M/~, where tile sign is determined by the direction

()f the ineqllalitv:

1 > dw I<
dGM '9 .

\)
V W

The L.H.S of this inequality is the slope of the labor demand func-

tion for the productivity level that results in full employment, for

given M and w. This function, which we denote the "full employment"

function (FE), is formally given by N(w ,a ) = M, evaluated at a equal

to a constant M/v. If the FE-function is at least as steep as the

9-function, as illustrated in Fig. 3, then the integrand is positive,

and hence dE(Y)/dG is definitely positive.
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A sufficient condition for this is that the union is of the

stable type, since in this case the PP-function is steeper than

the reaction function, while the FE-function is always steeper than

the PP-function. Another sufficient conditi~n is that taxes are

the same 1n both economies, i.e. that T
G

minimum value of the integrand is:

O. In this case the

1 - .!:! v ep r1
A 1< 0, (15)

V w M
l LA + (l-c?(l + 6- M!2) V I

V CC~

where
V

A (1 - c) (1 + 6)
w

V < O.- v c

Hence, the expected unemployment rate is unambiguously lOwer in

the economy with the larger public sector> if the union is of the

stable type> or if the tax on workers is the same in both economies.

The expected unemployment rate can obviously also be lower even

though the tax is higher in economy s, but since the magnitude of

T
G

is unknown we cannot say anything general about this case. How-

ever, it is clear that if the tax on workers is suffioiently sensi-

tive to the size of the public sector> the economj with the larger

public sector might have a higher expected unemployment rate in the

case of an unstable union.

TI,e continuous part of the ySyS-curve in Fig. 4 gives resulting

unemployment levels for various a:s, 1n the economy with the larger

public sector. The position of the y-function is affected in two

ways by a decrease in G. First, it is unambiguously steepened.

Second, its intersection with the a-axis moves in an ambiguous direc-

tion. However, note that
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~
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(16)

and that a sufficient condition mentioned above for dE(Y)/dG ~ 0

was exactly that the expression (16) was non-positive. This suffi-

cient condition therefore amounts to the requirement that the pro-

prtion of states with unemployment (i.e. [(M/V) - 1 - 6J/28) should

not increase with the size of the public sector. It is clear from

Fig. 4 that in this case, with the intersection between the new

YY-curve and the a-axis to the right of MS/VS, and with the new

curve being steeper, the economy with the smaller public sector will

have more expected unemployment (the ylyl-curve). This was also
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ensured if the tax was constant, since 1n this case d(M/v)/dG > 0,

as is clear from (13) and (16). However, with a variable tax the

economy with the smaller public sector might be represented by y 2y 2
,

in which case the relative expected unemployment level is ambiguous.

5. DYNAl'!ICS OF "ACES AND UNEMPLOYMENT HHEN THE PUBLIC SECTOR

CONTRACTS

In the previous section, we studied how the stationary equi-

librium depended on the size of the public sector, by comparing the

stationary equilibria of two economies band s, for which Gb < Cs.

In this section we consider dynamic responses to a reduction lTI

the size of the public sector. But let us before we proceed,

specify what is neant by two expressions subsequently used. After

the wage is set, the productivity level is realized. Then either

the industry's demand for labor is less than the size of the

union's membership, and some union membo rs wi Ll be unemployed, i.e.

there is"exces S s upp1/ 1 of union workers. Or, the re is 1! exces s

demand" for workers, wh j c h occurs when the size of the union I S

membership is not large enough to meet the industry's demand for

Iabor
l 6.

Assume now the public sector is once-and-for-all reduced from

G
S

to C. Suppose also, for convenience, that the tax rate is kept

constant despite the reduced government expenditures. CS - G workers

are hence looking for a private sector job, and some or all of these

will be employed in states with excess demand for union workers
I 7.

If more workers are laid off by the government than the largest

possible excess demand, the expected change in the size of tl1e member

ship 6M is given by:



Pr(a) (N(w, a) - M)da
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1+0

E(6M) = J
M/V(w)

(av(w) - M)da > O.

1+0

1 I
~J

M/V(w)

(18)

Since av(w) - M is positive ln the whole interval (except at M/v(w),

where it is zero), E(6M) > O. It is clear that if the number of

laid off workers is less than the largest possible excess demand,

we also expect workers to enter the union. The main difference is

that there is now a positive probability for that all ex-government

employees immediately become union members. Hence the union's member-

ship is expected to increase. The unambiguity of this result of course

stems form the assumption that workers are assumed to remain ~n the

unlon while temporarily laid off, while they enter the union ln high

productivity states
18

Movements of union membership and wages outside a stationary

equilibrium are heuristically illustrated by arrows in Figures 1 and

2. The vertical arrows indicate that for a given size of the union

membership, the voting procedure will give a wage along the ~-function.

The horizontal arrows illustrate that the union membership is expected

to increase, given the wage. It lS clear from Fig. 2 that the un-

stable union has a tendency to keep increasing as long as there re-

mains unemployed non-union members, given that it initially is larger

than~. The adjustment to a new stationary state is hence facili-

tated by instability of the union size. This is not true for an

economy with a stable union, which is expected to converge to the size

M in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 5 depicts a possible adjustment path for an economy with

a stable union. Assume the public sector is reduced from G
S

to G
after the wage is chosen in period 1. The realized productivity

level in period 1 then happens to be the maximum possible, causing

an inflow of N(w
s,

1 + 6) - MS new members into the union. But

even though the realized productivity was the highest possible, there

still remains non-unionized and unemployed workers. The membership,

now increased to M
l,

votes for the wage w
2

for period 2, which is

lower than in the initial equilibrium. In period 2 and 3 the pro-

ductivity level is low, so there is unemployment also among union

members. But, in periods 4 and 5 some workers enter the unlon. It

is possible already in period 4 to have an excess demand for workers

large enough to absorbe all the remaining non-union members, but it

w w
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Figure 5
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turns out that the realized productivity level does not suffice. In

period 5, finally, the productivity level is enough to allow the last

workers to become employecl, and the economy is eventually in a new

stationary equilibrium.

Of crucial interest 1.S, of course, the time required for the

economy to reach a new stationary equilibrium. As mentioned above,

this is influenced by the relation between the number of workers laid

off by the government and the highest possible excess deuand for

union workers. Another factor is the relation of the absolute magni

tudes of G
S

and G to M
X

or :1, given the PP-function and the ep-function.

The closer to the intersection the reduction of the size of the public

sector takes place, the longer is the adjustment process expected to be.

Heuristically, the further into the wedge between pp and ID Figures

1 and 2 the reduction in G occurs, thp more periods required, regardless

of whether the union is stable or unstable. It is actually possible

1.11 the case of a stable union that, before it has g r own large enough

to encompass all workers not employed by the government, a median

voter chooses Cl wage such that the prohability of employment of the

least senior worker approaches zero. This situation wOllld arise if

the public sector is reduced helow the sice at which the reaction

function and the positive probability function intersects. In this

case the probabi~lity of excess demand for labor is zero, and the

growth of the size of the union has come to a half. The union has

acqired its natural, or stable, Slze. Fonnally, this occurs if

simultaneously N(w, 1 + 6) ~ M, and w maximizes u
M

/
2

(w) for M < L - G.

This is the most troublesome case, since there will now be created

w()rk.Cj>.s; permanently meaning that no

further wage adjustment wi 11 reduce unemployment, in this economy.
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Summarizing, if the government lays off sufficiently few workers

one can not be sure that any unemploJ~ent will occur, even if some is

to be expected. If it lays off sufficiently many there will definately

be temporary unemployment. The size of the union will eventually be

the total work force less those employed in public sector, but the time

required for the unlon to absorbe these ex-government employees might,

of course, nevertheless be considerable. Finally, if the public sector

becomes small enough, it is possible that the unemployment becomes per

manent, if the union is of the stable type. It hence seems that in

this economy a fear that a reduction in the size of the public sector

might have serious consequences in terms of high and persistent unem

ployment, is not necessarily unwarranted.

6. CONSEQUEKCES OF A'\ EaPLOY}!E,\T STABILIZATIO;; POLICY

The next chapter analyzes an employment stabilization policy

that is based on government interventions into the labor market.

The basic idea of the policy is that by employing workers in low

productivity states, and laying them off in states with higher pro

ductivity, the government manages to reduce swings in the level of

total emploJ~ent. Taxes are kept constant and are set at a levels

at which the budget is expected to balance in the long run. It is

shown that such a policy might have undesired long run allocational

effects, even though the policy is constructed in a way which would,

under certain assumptions about trade union perceptions, leave the

economy's "normal" equilibrium unaffected. The purpose of this sec

tion is to show a similar result, but one that sterns from entirely

different reasons.

For expository purposes we here consider an extreme form of
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accommodation policy, where the government ll1 period~ with unemployment

expands the public sector to completely absorb all unemployment, and

in higher productivity states lays off enough workers to allow the

private sector to expand as it wishes. The government hence acts as

an employer of last resort.

Some short and long run consequences of surh a ~tabilization

policy are also investigated in Soderstrom and Viotti (1979). Their

focus is on how exogenous changes in tbe (nominal) wage rate affect

an economy persuing such an accommodation policy. Here, on the other,

the main concern is how such a policy in itself affects the endogenous

wage.

That the government absorbs unemployed workers implies, in terms

of our m~del, that they leave the union
l 9

The effect of intro

ducing the stabilization policy is therefore to change the assum

tioD made above regarding asymmetric exit and entry, to a more

syrrnnetric one, were workers leave when they are laid off in the

private sector dnd enter when they are rehired.

Our aim is to proviJe an example, rather than any general

results. To make our point as simply as possible, we assume

that the trade union reaction function is linear in the size of

the membership, and we use the following notation:

s > 0, y > 0

(19)

)J - AM
t

)J > 0, A> O.

Assume that the trade union is of the stable type, and that

it in the absence of the stabilization policy has aquired its stable

size. The union's size is hence given by the intersection of the

PP-function and the ~-function. Formally, the stationary state values
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(w M) are given by the solution to:

and

w

M

Q(M) ,

(1 + 6) \J(w)

(20)

(21)

Inserting the parameters, and solving for the wage,

w
f' - B:\(l+6)
1 - y:\(l+6)

(22)

The denominator is positive, since the union is of the stable type,

and since we are only interested in positive wages, we assume that

the numerator is also positive20

Let us now introduce the employment stabilization policy, The

size of the membership that votes for next period wage is, when exit

and entry is symmetric, whatever happened to be the private sector

employment in the previous period, The dynamic system is hence

described by:

(23)

and

(24)

and the development of the wage is given by the Markov process:

(25)

The conditional expected value of wt +l' given a realized wt' is:

(26)
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E(w
t).

The expected value of w
t

+
l

is then:

(27)

which is a first-order linear difference equation. That the union

is stable implies that yA < 1. Furthermore, s i nc e we assumed that

the initial wage was positive (i.e. that SA(l+cS) > 0), it follows

~ - SA > O. The difference equation hence has a positive and stable

solution, as lS clear from Fig. 6, and the expected wage monotonically

converges to:

> 0 (28)

L.H.S. of (27)

R. H.S. of (27)

o"-----------'-------------w

Figure 6
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Comparing wages with and without the employment stabilization

policy, we find that its introduction increases the expected long

21
run wage

~ - pA > ~ - pA(1+6)
~ 1 - yA(l+o)

(29)

As a consequence, t.he effeet of the employment e iobi.l-i eat.ion policy

is to (zecrease the exoe ct.e d long private sector employment:

E(N(w, a)[stab. po l , ) E(N(w , a) [no stab. pol.)

(30)

Intuitively, actual employment varies between periods even in

the long run, in this economy. If the government strives to counteract

these variations by expanding the public sector in times of low pro-

ductivity, wages will increase due to the reduced size of the union.

These wage increases reduce the likelihood of that the productivity

levels in the consecutive periods will suffice to absorb workers just

hired by the government, if they were to be laid off. There is hence

a tendency towards a reallocation of workers from the private to the

public sector. The stabilization policy does not only stabilize em-

ployment, but it also in an average sense Sh1:.F'LsPCBcz/.Y'ces over to the

government sector.

7. CONCLUDING CO~r-lENTS

Various factors may in this model contribute to create temporary

or permanent unemployment. The most obvious factor is the monopoly

power of the union - the union actually manages to set the wage the

membership votes for. Another factor was emphasized above in the con-

text of a public sector contraction: the membership of the private
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sector union does not comprise all those who are looking for a

private sector job. Suppose the government accepts the monopoly

power of the union in the sense that it accepts the wage the union

would choose if the union's membership included all workers not

employed by the public sector. Then, what could this government do

if it wanted to reduce the size of the public sector, but was anxious

to avoid unemployment?

One thing to do would be to create possibilities and incentives

for unorganized workers to join the union, even though they are

presently jobless. Such a policy, leading to a higher unionization

rate, would somewhat paradoxically be supported by capitalists, since

the lowering of the wage would increase expected profits
2 2

But a

(marginal) wage reduction would not only be welcomed by capitalists,

it would increase the expected utility of union members less senior

than the median worker. The policy would obviously be welcomed by

the unorganized workers, and probably also hy public sector employees,

since reduced expenditure on employment benefits and an increased

tax base makes possible a reduction of the tax. (The latter reasoning

applies also to a group of workers with seniority rankings better

than the median.) It thus seems as such a policy in our economy could

get a wide support.

But the government might for constitutional or other reasons

find it infeasible to interfere with the trade union's way of re

cruiting members. However, the same end could be achieved by means

of a more traditional policy tool - the income tax on workers. An

exogenous tax cut creates a situation with, relatively speaking,

too much consumption and a too low probability of employment for the

trade union. The union will therefore adjust by lowering the wage.
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Hence, by accompaning a contraction of the size of the public sector

by an appropriate tax cut, the qooernmer:t: can increase the expected

number of new members 23.

An immediate implication of this is that a contraction of the

public sector which is caused by an attempt to close a government

budget deficit and which therefore does not lead to a tax cut, will

create the "worst" unemployment problems. Within this model such a

policy would be just opposite to what should be done to lessen the

unemployment problem.

The policies suggested in this section have associated costs.

If we are to evaluate these policies ~ore thoroughly, these costs

obviously have to be taken into account. It is obvious that the

arguments might have to be modified if the government or the trade

union are concerned and aware of e.g. the future financing of a

budget deficit.

The analysis showed that one should expect a reduction in the

size of the public sector to be associated with more unemployment,

than is expected to prevail in the new stationary equilibrium. The

reason put forward here is based on differences in interest between

workers who differ in seniority. Needless to say, this is only one

of several potential sources for this phenomenon; search unemployment,

for instance, is another concievable reason.

The potential downward rigidity of the wage might in some circums

tances be interpreted as a ratchet effect in the relation between the

size of the public sector and the real wage. Consider the following

example. Assume the size of a stable union corresponds to the inter

section of the PP-schedule and the ~-schedule. There will then be
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excess supply of unIon workers in all productivity states, except

for the highest. The public sector can therefore undertake at

least some expansion in virtually every state, if the government

so wish, and the full wage response to such an expansion would come

in the next voting. However, a contraction back to the previous

size does not come as easily. To come down to the former wage, all

worker. laid off by the government have to re-enter the union. But

the possibility for this hinges on realized productivity level •.

Furthermore, if the "wedge" between the ep-function and PP-function

is "small", it might be very hard to get everyone into the union.

There are increasingly few states with excess demand, the more the

unemplo)~ent pool is emptied.

This ratchet-type effect has some implications. It is clear that

there exists no one-to-one correspondence between the size of the

public sector and the wage, instead the wage is partly determined by

"history". \.'iTe might hence be misled if we use econometric estimates

of this relationship that are based on periods of public sector ex-

pansion, if we are trying to forecast macroeconomic shorter run

effects of a public sector reduction
24.

It was assumed above that entrants into the private sector labor

market were workers who we~-e laid off by the government. Lt. should be

pointed out, however, that other groups of entrants could also face a

similar type of problem. for instance, it is often claimed that women

are laid off In the downswings of economic activity proportionally more

than men. This has a ready interpretation in terms of our model, to

the extent that they on average have lower seniority than men. Another

such group which comes to mind is school-leavers. But here the case is

less clear, since we now should take account of retirements as well.
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In sum, this chapter analyzes unemployment in an economy VJhere

the demand for labor is determined entirely by the real wage, and

where hence Keynesian aggregate demand effects are absent. The

main conclusion is that in the economy under study the wage lS

flexible upwards, but responds sluggishly downward to a cut in the

size of the public sector. A reduction in the size of the public

sector might, due to this downward rigidity, have severe consequen

ces in terms of high expected unemployment rates, and it is even

possible that the economy might end up with a pool of permanently

unemployed workers. The downward rigidity of the wage implies also

that employment stabilization policies that work through government

purchases of unemployed labor, might have long run allocational

effects, leading to lower long run private employment. Tax

policies, on the other hand, do not suffer from these disadvantages,

and have also another advantage in that only tax policies can move

the economy away from a situation with permanent unemployment.

Important disadvantages with tax policies are that their effects

are delayed, and that the effects are contingent on realized produc

tivity levels in ensuing periods.

This chapter was inspired by the observation that even though

most smaller developed economies are characterized by strong trade

unions and large government sectors, little formal macroeconomic

analysis has been pursued about possible linkages between these two

phenomena. The purpose was not to provide any generally valid

results, but only to suggest possible relationships by means of

simple examples. The analysis is obviously extremely partial, and

needs to be further developed in a number of ways. First, the

analysis is far too dtcrnporal; this would have to be dealt with if
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e.g. investments were to be included. Second, the type of economies

that have inspired the analysis are usually very open; many aspects

of wage formation in these countries seem to be best understood in

the context of international economics. Third, the wage bargaining

proces, could be more satisfactorily depicted. This might call for

the introduction of other unions and an employer's side. Fourth,

there is of course a mutual influence between trade unions and govern

ments, which suggests that their relationships might fruitfully be

viewed from a game theoretic perspective.
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1. The Cambridge economists Jackson, Turner and Wilkinson (1972)

argue that

" ... the effective rate of increase of employee living standards
depends much more on government decision than on success of
union wage demands and the movements of nominal money wages or
of prices ... " (p , Ill).

2. However, see Gylfason and Lindbeck (1982), Driffill (1983),

Sampson (1983) and the next chapter for analyses of this kind.

3. For the case of Britain, see e.g. Bacon and Eltis (1978).

4 An example of an organization recommending this type of rule is

the Swedish Confederation of Trade Unions (LO).

5. Partial derivatives are denoted by alphabetic subscripts.

6. The reason we do not introduce any explicit government budget

constraint is that we would then have to specify how public sector
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wages are determined. The tax function (1) captures the essential

point in that it allows for the tax to increase in the size of the

public sector.

7. Most of the analysis would remain qualitatively unchanged if

we assumed ') O. What we need to assume is that \! isn't "too"
~- ~

positive.

8. This type of randomness could e.g. stem from a production

function X ~ F(aK, L). In Grossman (198Ja, b) uncertainty enters

as X ~ aF(K, L). The advantage with the former representation is

that the demand function for labor is somewhat easier to work wi th ,

while the main advantage with Grossman's (198Ja, b) representation

is that the randomness in the labor demand function could also be

due to fluctuating goods prices.

9. The reader is referred to the original Grossman papers for a

more thorough presentation of the model.

10. See e.g. Atkinson and Stiglitz (1980).

11. Superscripts i, M!2, and M, subsequently denote individuals.

12. The second-order condition ~s that

2( M!2 \V +
\!

t. (1 + Ii (1
w

T) \1 - T)M;> Vcw V } cc
v

M
2

V rV (l T)W) V(b) ]
w

< 0,
3 l \V

which is always fullfi lled.

13. Vc and Vc c should be evaluated at (1 - T)W.
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14. A thorough theoretical analysis of the relation between union

wages and income taxes is provided by Herzoug (1983).

15. We assume that the public sector wage is such that government

employees prefer to remain in the public sector, rather than to

line up at the end of the private sector's job queue; that is, that

these workers' expected utilities are higher whetl working ill the

public sector. This would be the case if public sector workers con-

sidered it unlikely that they would be laid off and wages in the

two sectors were approximately the same.

16. He use this terminology for convenience. It is obviously

slightly misleading - there is, of course, no demand for union

members as such, but only for workers.

17. The lucky ones are picked e.g. by random draw.

18. See section 6 for a discussion of an alternative assumption.

19. The seniority ranking lS usually not linked to union membership.

20. The definition of a stable union lS that the reaction function

is less steep than the PP-function:

1
- \ > - (1+Ii)y ...

I
1+6 < 1.

21. To establish the direction of the inequality, differentiate

the expression for \01 w.r.t. (1+5):

d [,1 S\(1+5)
d(I+Ii) II - y\(1+5)

\y ()~ _ 2).
o - 0+5»2 y

That the union is stable requires chat the PP-function's intercept

Sly is larger than the reaction function's intercept~. The ex-

pression is hence negative, and with (1+0) > 1, w < ~*.
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22. The Swedish Employers Federation has explicitly supported a

high unionization rate. The alleged reasons have been different

from the one suggested here, and instead more concerned with e.g.

the likelihood of uncontrolled industrial disputes, etc.

23. This is easily seen formally if we differentiate the expected

number of entrants with respect to the tax T;

1+8

dE(6 M)
--d-T--

dE(6 M)
~

dw
dT

v
w

1 r
<PT 28 J a

M/V

da < o.

That is, by decreasing the tax the expected number of entrants into

the union increases.

24. Some consequences of exogenous ratchet effects are discussed

in Calmfors (1982).
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EMPLOrOiliNT POLICIES AND CENTRALIZED WAGE SETTING*, **

1. INTRODUCTION

There is an emerging consensus in the literature that the

US and European unemployment problems have different origins.]

It is commonplace to regard US unemployment as basically Keynesian,

i.e. as resulting mainly from a deficiency of aggregate demand.

The European unemployment problecl is instead usually seen more

as one of classical unempl~yment, i.e. a situation where the real

wage is set above the market clearing level. The aim of this

paper is to develop one possible explanation of this real wage

problem that is relevant for the smaller European economies.

Usually the problem of too high real wages is seen in connec

tion with the supply shocks of the 70's. For instance Bruno (1981)

and Sachs (1979, 1982) stress that the actual real wage is sticky

downwards and that it therefore did not respond to the reduction

in the full-employment real wage rate that occurred because of

the increase in the real cost of energy and increased competition

from the NIC countries. Explanations of the inflexibility of real

wages have also been set forth by e.g. Grossman and Hart (1981)

and MacDonald and Solow (1981).

However, as pointed out by e.g. Gordon (1982), the assumption

of an inflexible real wage does not seem to be empirically true.

The problem is rather that the real wage moves in a way that is

not consistent with market clearing. There has been a long-run

tendency for real labor costs to rise relative to output per head

* This chapter was written together with Lars Calmfors.
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in most European economies (cf. e.g. Sa ch s (1979) or Clickel (1982)).

It thus appears that the European real wage problem is more funda

mental than just a failure to adjust to the supply shocks of the 70's.

It is common to relate the tendency for real wages to rise in

excess of productivity growth to gradually emerging expectations

that government employment policies have reduced the need for

moderation in wage settlements (cf. e.g. Sachs (1979) or SBderstr6m

and Viotti (1978)). The McCracken report (1977) formulates it in

the following way: "During the course of the great post-war exp an-:

sion those responsible for price setting and wage bargaining in

many countries became so convinced that governments could, and would,

maintain high levels of demand and employment that they increasingly

behaved as if there was no way in which they could price themselves

out of markets or out of jobs. l
!

However, most of the theoretical analysis of the links between

employment policies and wage (price) formation seems to stress the

effects on the cyclical sensitivity of wages and prices

rather than on developments.
2

Two basic assumptions

have usually been that: (1) prices and wages are set in decentra

lized markets where the individual wage or price setter has no

reason to expect his individual decision to trigger off policy res-

ponses from the government, and (2) that employment policies take

the form of monetary or fiscal policies that increase aggregate

demand in the goods market. This focus reflects LS. conditions

well, but it is less satisfactory for several of the smaller

European economies such as the Scandinavian countries, the

Netherlands and Austria where the real wage problems have been
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most severe, as shown by Calmfors (1982). In these countries

wages are set through centralized bargaining between economy-wide

employer federations and trade unions that organize the majority

of the labor force. Wage setters therefore have every reason to

take into account that their decisions may trigger off policy

reactions from the government. Moreover, employment policies

in these countries have usually taken the form of direct increases

in public sector employment or direct subsidization of private

firms. These policies increase total labor demand at each given

real wage and do not work by reducing the real wage through price

inflation as is the case with policies increasing demand in the

goods market. There is thus a direct link between employment

policies and the expansion of the public sector in these countries

as stressed by Soderstrom and Viotti (1978) and Calmfors (1982a).

Our analysis focuses specifically on these aspects of stabi

lization policy in the smaller European economies. We construct

a model where the real wage is set unilaterally by all

encompassing trade union. The reason for not considering more

complex institutional set-ups with several trade unions as in

Oswald (1979) or with explicit bargaining between employers and

trade unions as in McDonald and Solow (1981) is that we want to

focus on the interaction between trade union and government

behaviour in a system with centralized wage setting.
3

The paper consists of parts. The f?:ll8l- part sets out

the basic framework. The subsequent two parts discuss the links

between real wage behaviour and employment policies under different

assumptions. The part discusses cases where the trade
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union does not anticipate systematic employment policies and

the part shows how the results change when the trade union

learns to anticipate such policies.

The assumption of centralized wage setting makes it necessary

to incorporate game aspects. The solutions in the second part

can be interpreted as Nash equlibria and the solutions in the

third part as Stackelberg equilibria. We thus distinguish

between situations where the values of government policy para

meters are correctly anticipated and situations where also the

policy rule governing the values of these parameters are foreseen.

The idea of analyzing stabilization policy in game theoretic

terms lies close to the rational expectations framework as

stressed e.g. by Buiter (1980), Goldfeld (1982), and Kyd1and

and Prescott (1977). In decentralized markets with many small

private agents it is natural to regard these as non-dominant

players (followers) and the government as the dominant player

(leader). But in a centralized system this assignment is less

evident (c f , e v g , Faxen (1957) or Johansen (1977». Indeed we

analyze the opposite assignment with the trade union acting as

the leader and the government as the follower with its hands

tied by an automatic employment policy rule.

2. THE MODEL

Consider an economy with two sectors: a private sector

producing a private good (manufactures) and a government sector

producing a government good (services). Both sectors use labor,

which is variable, homogeneous and mobile between the sectors.
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All other factors are fixed. There are two types of agents:

capitalists and workers. Capitalists receive all profits in

the private sector as their only income. Workers receive only

labor income when employed and only a government-paid unemploy-

ment benefit when unemployed.

Since the analysis focuses on real variables, money is not

introduced. The model may either be interpreted as a model of

a small open economy or of a closed economy. In the former

interpretation the government good corresponds to a non-traded

good and the private good to a traded good, the price of which

is exogeneous ly given from the wo r l d marke t ,

2.1

The private sector consists of perfectly competitive firms

that maximize profits given the price of private goods (which is

set at unity) and the wage rate v , In addition firms also have

to take into account the productivity level 0. which varies around

a normal value CL
N

- This gives a simple representation of

exogenous shocks that may motivate stabilization policy.

Provided that firms maximize profits individually and thus do

not collude, we have a labor demand function N = N(w, a), where

N < 0 and N > O. For convenience we also assume N
w Cl ww

N = O.
w:).

2.2

The government sector produces services with a unitary

input requirement of labor per unit of output.
4

The number

of government sector employees G hence refers both to the input

and the output of the sector. Public services are distributed
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to all individuals in equal fixed quantities and at a zero price.

Workers in the government sector are paid the same wage as

i n the private sector. The government also pays out a fixed

untaxed urremployment benefit 10 to those unemployed (the total

number of workers M less those employed E), so total public

sector expenditures S are
S

G + [H - E(w, G, ] 10 S (w, G, (1)

where E(w,G,c,) N(w,D.) + G (2)

r s total demand for l ab o r , i.e. the total number of

employed workers.

Taxes are paid both by employed workers and capitalists.

Capitalists together pay TC
• Each employed worker pays

wh i ch is composed of a fixed component .C' arid (-l variable compo~

nent that: depends upon government expendiLure per employeJ:
6

T T +
o

S
E

T(jJ, w, G, CL) (3)

The reason for choosing this specific form is that we

want to have a simple representation where employed workers

pay for a certain share jJ of any "n c r-ea s e in government

expendi t u r e s ,

We shall not in general specify whether there is budget

balance or not. As long as we assume that no intertemporal

considerations are made, it makes no difference whether a

short-fall between government expenditure and taxes on

workers is financed by a tax on capitalists or results in
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a government budget deficit. A g cve rnmen t budget deficit or

surplus must have a real counterpart in the goods market.

Since all incomes are assumed to be consumed, total private

consumption amounts to Q + wG + (M - E) b - T
C

- 7E, which

will differ from output of the private good Q as soon as the

government budget is not balanced.

There are two possible interpretations of this. If we

regard our model as a model of Cl small open economy, the. counter

part of a budget deficit will be a trade balance deficit, with

[let imports making up for any excess demand for domestic trad

abIes. The government - as opposed to the private sector - is

then assumed to have the opportunity of issuing debt abroad as

in Helpman (1977) or Calmfors (1978).

The second interpretation is to regard our model as describing

a closed economy. One then has to assume that the government runs

a buffer stock of private goods, wh i ch is decreased or increased

depending upon whether the government budget s h ows a deficit or a

surp Ius.

2.3

An individual worker derives utility from consumption of

both private and government goods. We assume that the utility

function is identical across individuals, and additively separa

ble in the two goods. Labor in itself is not a source of utility

or disutility. We take the number of hours each individual works

as institutionally fixed, so that when employment (in hours) 1S

below the market-clearing level, a worker is either employed or

unemployed. Given the level of (un)employment the ones to be
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unemployed are singled out by a random draw. The probabilities

of being employed and unemployed therefore equal the shares of

employed and unemployed in the total labor force. A worker spends

all his income on private consumption c. The private consumption

of an employed worker therefore equals after-tax income w - T

and that of an unemployed worker the unemployment benefit b.

The expected utility of an individual worker is then: 7

u E [V(w - r) + Z(G)] + ~[V(b) + Z(G)]M M

U(w " G, E), (4)

with

2.4

8
Vc > 0, Vc c < 0, ZG > 0, and ZGG < O.

All workers are members of the same trade union. Like

Negishi (1979) and Oswald (1982a) we assume that the union

acts as a monopolist in the labor market, and sets the wage so

as to maximize the unweighted sum of expected utilities of the

workers, i.e. to maximize equation (4).9

The trade union's preferences can (given T and G) be rep re-

sented by a set of indifference curves in the wage-employment

plane as in Fig. 1. We make the standard assumption that

w - T > b so that the utility of an employed worker is always

larger than the utility of an unemployed worker; otherwise all

workers would prefer to be unemployed. Then the indifference

curves are negatively sloped and convex towards the origin, as

shown by Oswald (1982a) and Calmfors (1982b).

Given G, we can also draw a labor-demand schedule EE in

Fig. 1. The schedule is kinked at B, where the wage becomes
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so high that all demand for labor from the private sector

disappears, and only the demand from the government sector

remalns. Employment will be demand-determined as long as the

demand for labor is lower than the full-employment level M.

If the trade union takes T and G as independent of its

own actions it solves its maximization problem by equating the

marginal rate of substitution between wage and employment with

the slope of the labor demand curve. If indeed government demand

for labor would remain unaffected by any wage increases, the

trade union would obviously choose an infinitely high wage rate

driving the private sector out of existence. We rule out this

case and restrict the analysis to cases where both sectors are

producing. 10 In Fig. 1 the optimum is thus given by the tangency

point A.
l l

In general one cannot rule out the possibility that the

trade union's optimization results in a wage that coincides with

the full-employment wage (cf. Calmfors (1982b) or Oswald (1982a)l.

This may be either an interior or a corner solution. Since our

aim is to analyze unemployment, we shall follow the literature

and restrict the analysis to initial situations like A. As

pointed out by Oswald (1982a), this is also the situation in

which a trade union is likely to exist; if the trade union would

set the market-clearing wage, there is in terms of the model no

utility gain for workers from forming a trade union.
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2.5 Government Employment l'o l.i.cicn

In the following a specific time structure is imposed. It

is assumed that the trade union has to set the wage for the next
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period in advance on the basis of its expectations. The govern

ment always takes its decisions after the trade union. We assume

that this advantage makes it possible for the government to act

on the basis of perfect information.

One way of modelling government behavior is to postulate

a utility function for the government and then to derive policy

rules from explicit optimization (c f , e.g. Gylfason and Lindbeck

(1983)). But our aim is to explain government behavior but

to analyze the consequences for trade union behaviour of certain

government policies. We shall therefore instead directly postulate

a government reaction function, which we find descriptive of post

war employment policies in most smaller European econOIDles. We

interpret these policies as unconditional in the sense that

attempts have been made to achieve given employment goals more

or less independently of the origins of unemployment problems.

The government is assumed to determine the level of govern

ment output and employment in the following two-step fashion.

In a j'il',cct step it determines a normal level for the size of

the government sector, G. But government employment is held at

this level only if the employment target E of the government 18

achieved. If employment threatens to deviate from this target,

government employment is in a step expanded above or

reduced below the normal level G. Following Calmfors (1982b)

we aSS\.lII1e a simple "1eaning-against-the-wind" policy ru1e.,

according to which a certain fraction of the deviation from

the employment target is eliminated, i.e:
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o < Y < (5)

where E E(w, G,a)=N(w,a) + G (6)

is the employment level that would result without employment

policies, when government employment is fixed at G.

The stipulated policy rule gives a simple representa

tion of employment policies, where the parameter y measures

the degree of "activism".

Using equations (2), (5) and (6), we get:

E yE + (l-y)[N(w,a) + G] yE + (l-y)!::(w,a,G) ( 7)

The employment stabilization rule thus makes actual employ

ment E as weighted average of the government employment

goal E and the employment!:: that would arise without govern

ment interventions.

The government policy rule is illustrated diagrammatically

in Fig. 2. The EE-line represents the employment function with

no government interventions. The policy rule pivots the employ

ment schedule around the point at which E = E. If y = 1 all

variations in employment are eliminated and actual employment

is pegged at the target level E (the vertical line).

2.6 Plan of the Analysis

The analysis below is devoted to the question of how the

employment policy rule affects the normal equilibrium of the

economy, i.e. the equilibrium when the productivity level is
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at its normal value (a = aN)' We shall vary the assumptions

about (1) trade union perceptions of the policy rule; (2) the

employment goal of the government and (3) the response of the

tax on workers to changes in government expenditure. Formally

we shall consider an initial situation without active employ

ment policies, i.e. when y = 0 and thus G = G, and then study

how an introduction of a policy rule changes the initial

equilibrium.

3 • NASH CASES

This section analyzes situations where the trade union

does not perceive the government policy rule and instead

regards the size of the public sector as exogenously given.

In game-theoretic terminology this situation corresponds to
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a Nash equilibrium. Formally, the trade union's general optimi-

zation problem lS to
1 2

max
w

U(w - T, G, E) (8)

s . to G const,

and

E N(w) + G,

T(ll, w, G).

The first order condition for an interior utility maximium

then is 13

'l(w, G, u ) - (1 - T)U + N U
w ewE

o. (9)

Assume that the trade union considers a unit's wage

increase. (1 - T ) measures the
w

wage change, which

is smaller than the before-tax wage increase (if II > 0 the

per capita tax has to increase to compensate for the increased

wage bill in the government sector, as well as for the loss of

tax revenues and increased costs for unemployed benefits due to

the fall in employment). We have to assume that T < 1 for an
w

interior solution to exist. The first term in (9) then gives

the utility gain from increased private consumption for those

who remain employed. The second term captures the utility loss

from the decrease in employment. In an optimum these two counter-

acting effects must balance.

In order to analyze the effects of the employment policy

rule we shall need to know how an exogenous change in the size

of the public sector affects the wage rate and employment. To
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see this, equation (9) is differentiated totally holding w

cons tan t:

dw*
dG

where

n
w

(10)

Since we have assumed T
w

< 1, it follows that > O.

It can easily be shown that < 0, which is also the second

order condition for a maximum (cf. the appendix). An exogenous

increase in the size of the public sector thus increases the wage.

The effect on total employment is obtained by differentiation

dw*
of equation (2) and substituting in the expression for dG from

equation (10):

dE* )E ,lE dw*
1 ~ " ) (11)

dG dG
+

Clv,T dG
- N 12 0

-
w w G

w w

where (1-T)(l-T
w w

An exogenous increase in the size of the government sector

generally has an ambiguous effect on total employment. This lS

because the trade union might seek to compensate an increase III

the tax due to a larger public sector by increasing the wage.

This wage increase lowers private employment, and if it is large

enough, total employment might fall.

To analyze the effect of the employment policy rule, we

dw*
calculate dy and

dE*
d-y' If the signs of these expressions are

unambiguous for values 0 :: y :: 1, we also know unambiguously how
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the equilibrium of the economy under a regime of systematic

employment policies deviates from the equilibrium under a regime

without employment policies, i.e. when y

In the Nash Case it holds that

o and thus G G.

dw*
dy

dw* dG
dG dy

(12)

From equation (5) we get when differentiating totally:

dG
dy

dw*
(E - 1.:') - yNw dy • (13)

Together with equation (12) this gives:

dG
(1

00 \-1

dy
yN ~) (E 1.:').

w 00
w

The effect on the wage and employment is now obtained

using (10), (11), and (12):

(14)

dw*
dy

(15)

and
dE*
dy

(52
w

yN 00 )-1(00 - N Q )(E - E_).
w G w w G

(16)

In the subsections below we will show how the effects of the

policy rule under Nash assumptions depend upon how the government-

employment target is set and on whether wage earners have to pay

for increased government expenditure or not.
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'trade Uni.on Emp Loumen: Goals

We start with the case where the initial employment level

that would occur without a policy rule (y = 0) coincides with

the government employment target, i.e. E = E. This is a situation

when the government accepts that the trade union uses its monopoly

position to set a wage rate that results in unemployment.

dw*
E = E gives directly from equations (15) and (16) that dy

dE*
dy = O. The policy rule will thus in this case have no effect on

the normal equilibrium of the economy.

This case is most easily illustrated diagrammatically if we

assume a constant tax, i.e. lJ = O. In Fig 3. A represents the

w

E

W2 -----------

I
I
I

-----------~------~-, I,
I

E

G-G

Figure 3

E,=E

E
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initial equilibrium without a policy rule. The introduction of

the policy rule pivots the actual employment curve clockwise

around the initial equilibrium point. But if the trade union

does not perceive this, it has no incentive to change its actions.

Nor has the government, since its employment target is fulfilled

if the trade union does not change its wage decision. The point

A therefore represents a Nash equilibrium in which the trade union

correctly anticipates the level of government employment, even

though it does not know the government policy rule.

The Nash equilibrium can also be illustrated with the help

of reaction functions as in Fig"4. Equation (10) gives the slope

of the trade union reaction function, which is positive (cL above).

The government's reaction function is also positively sloped,

since a higher wage triggers off an expansion of the government

sector. Differentiation of equation (5) shows that the slope is

1
- YN

w
If the tax is constant, it can easily be shown

that the trade union reaction function is steeper (cf. the appendix).

If the wage rate chosen by the trade union in the absence of a

policy rule (when G ~ c:) results in an employment level that

coincides with the employment target of the government, the two

reaction functions intersect at A along the horizontal C-line.

Consequently the initial equilibrium will not be disturbed by the

introduction of the policy rule.

The employment stabilization rule enters the picture only

when the economy is exposed to a shock. Assume for instance that
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the trade union anticipates a productivity increase (which would

shift the labor demand schedule to the right) that does not come

about. It therefore sets the wage w
2

in Fig 3, a wage that

proves too high. Without the employment stabilization

rule employment would fall to £2' But with the policy rule,

government employment is expanded and employment falls only to
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E3 . In the sa~e way the policy rule reduces employment variations

also when actual (unanticipated or anticipated) productivity

shocks take place.

Under the assumptions in this subsection the employment policy

rule thus works as a pure stabilization policy that reduces

employment variations in the case of shocks but that does not

affect the normal equilibrium of the economy.

Next we consider the case where the government aims for a

higher employment level than the initial one, i.e. E >~. We also

assume that the per capita tax on workers remains unaffected,

i.e. that ~ = O. Equation (15) and (16), then simplify to:

dw*
dy

U

(U
c c

+ (~ - y)NwU
cE

) (E - ~) > 0 (17)

dE*

dY
U + N U

cc w cE
(E - ~) > 0 (18)

The employment rule thus has real effects in this case.

Both the wage rate and employment increases.

This case is illustrated in Fig 5. An introduction of

the policy rule both shifts the actual employment curve to the

right and steepens it.
14

But this is not perceived by the trade

union. What the trade union perceives is that if it as before

sets the wage rate at w
l'

the government will employ (E - El) dy

additional workers in the public sector. If the trade union

takes this new level of government employment as given, it
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"perceives" only a parallel shift to the right of the initial

employment curve, It will therefore choose a new higher wage

wz' This induces a further expansion of government employment,

A Nash equilibrium emerges in a point like C at the intersection

of the actual and a new perceived employment curve (along which

the same level of government employment as in C is taken as

exogenous by the trade union),

The new equilibrium can also be illustrated by help of the

reaction functions in Fig 6. The trade union reaction function
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as before passes through A. But if the employment target of

the government is not reached at the initial wage w
I'

the govern-

ment will at this wage increase government employment to a level

Cl > C. Since the government reaction function is flatter than

the trade union reaction function when the tax is fixed, the

two reaction functions must intersect in a point like C with

both a higher wage and a larger government sector than in A.
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We shall not discuss how the transition to this new Nash equili-

bri1.lll1 takes place. We merely note that if the trade union has

static expectations, i.e. takes the level of government employ-

ment prevailing in one period to prevail also in the next, the

adjustment process is stable as shown in the diagram.

3.3

Third we consider the case when the government again aims

for a higher employment level than the initial one but where also

the tax on workers is affected.

In this general case equations (15) and (16) show that the

dw* dE*
signs of both cl-;"" and d', are ambiguous.

dw*
The sign of dy depends

upon the size of v, For small values of y the numerator of equa

tion (14) is negative, implying ~~* > 0, but for large values it

dw*
may be the case that dy < O. Consequently, we cannot directly

infer whether the policy rule drives up the wage rate or not.

are the slopesBut - and -
,:;.Jw

w

Rearranging equation (15) slightly, we find that the sign

dw* . 1
of cl-;"" 1S that of ~

w

of respectively the g ov e rnrnen t l s and the trade union '5 reaction

functions. Hence, as long as the government reaction function is

flatter than the trade union reaction function, the new equilibrium

will as i Fig. 6 be to the north-east of A. But if lS so large

that the government reaction function becomes steeper than the

trade union function, the two curves will intersect to the south-

west of A as shown in Fig 7. But this equilibrium will be an

unstable one in the sense that if the trade union has static
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expectations, there will be an explosive adjustment path.

G

A

I-------------------------w

Figure 7

dw*
In the stable case it holds that dy > O. In this case it

is not clear whether the wage rises by more or less than in the

G

TU
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case with a constant T in subsection 2.2. On the one hand the

trade union knows that wage increases will increase the tax on

workers, which makes it less profitable to drive up the wage

(the T - term). On the other hand the tax increases that
w

result from the expansion of the government sector reduce the

after-tax wage and thus increase the marginal utility of consump-

tion, which tends to drive up the wage (the T
G

- term). If the

trade union would not perceive the effect of its own wage

decision on the tax, the first effect disappears and the wage

would clearly rise by more than in the constant tax case. If

the tax effects add an additional push to the wage rate, the

wage increase may be so large as to cause total employment

to fall.

3.4 "onc luei.onn [lash Caee

Although the trade union does not perceive the policy

rule determining government behavior, it will have correct

expectations about the vaZu~s of government policy variables

once a Nash equilibrium is reached. All the same the govern-

ment policy rule has real effects on the normal equilibrium of

the economy as soon as the government employment target deviates

from the initial employment level. With a more ambitious employ-

ment target the employment policy rule raises both the wage and

total employment in the case with a constant tax. With an

endogenous tax the wage may even rise sO much that total employ-

ment is reduced.
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4. STACKELBERG CASES

In the Nash case the trade union was not aware of the ernploy-

ment policy rule. In this section we instead consider cases where

the union perceives the policy rule. In game theoretic termino-

logy the union behaves as a Stackelberg leader.

Formally the trade union's decision problem in this case is to

max D(w - 1, G, E)
w

s , t. T(W, w, G),

G G + Y(E - ~),

(19)

and E N(w) + C.

The first-order condition for an optimum now becomes:

.\(w, y, w) o (20;

The first two terms are the same as in the Nash case. ~~at is

new here is the third term. To interpret this term it 1S help-

ful to differentiate the trade union utility function (4) with

respect to government employment for a given wage:

dD
dC o (21)

DC + DE - TCD
c

thus measures the effect on trade union utility

of one unit's change of government employment. DC and DE

respectively measure the utility gains from the increased

consumption of the government good and the higher employment.

TCD
C

measures the utility loss caused by the reduction of the
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after-tax wage that arises if the increase in government employ-

ment causes a tax increase. yN
w

in equation (20) gives the

change in government employment that is triggered off by a

unit's wage change. The third term in equation (20) hence gives

the total utility effect of the change in the size of the public

sector that is caused by a unit's wage change.

The sign of the expression (21) depends on the initial size

of the government sector. If the size of the government sector

is optimal from the point of view of the trade union given the

wage rate and the tax function, dD I
dG dw=O

than optimal, dD I > 0 and vice versa.
dG dw=O

To analyze the effects of the policy rule, we follow the

same procedure as before and differentiate equation (20) with

respect to wand y:

dw*
dy

,~
_ J..

h
w

>
(E - ~) < o , (22)

As be
dw*

cons is ts of effects. The secondcan seen
dy

now two

one looks very much like the original Nash effect and indeed

coincides with this when y = O. The first one will be

labelled the Stackelberg effect. The sign of dw*/dy equals

that of A , since the second-order condition for a maximum
y

requires that h
w

< 0 (cf. appendix).
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We also obtain:

(23)

[
NA]

+ l.-(l-y) ~w (E - !::» > 0
<

We shall again investigate how the policy rule affects

the economy under different assumptions about the government

employment target and tax policies.

4.1 Government and Trade Union Employment Goals Coinciding~

Constant Tax Rate

First we consider the case where the government employment

target coincides with the initial employment level, i.e. E = !::,

and where the per capita tax on workers is held constant, i.e.

II = o. Then only the Stackelberg effects remain in equations

(22) and (23) which now reduce to:

dw* Nw
(D

G
+ DE) > 0, (24)

dy r
w

dE*
N2

and (l - y) w
(D

G
+ DE) < o. (25)

dy t:w

Therefore, the introduction of the employment policy rule

increases the wage and - somewhat surprisingly - reduces

employmen t , 15

The reason for the negative employment effect is that by

reducing the opportunity cost of wage increases in terms of

lost employment, the policy rule induces the trade union to

raise the wage. Since government employment makes up for only
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a fraction of the employment loss in the private sector, the

result must be a fall in total employment. To avoid this, the

government would have to even out all variations of employment

from its target E, i.e. set y ~ 1. But this is an unfeasible

solution, since the rational behavior of the trade union would

then be to raise the wage rate without limit.

The Stackelberg case is easily. illustrated in a reaction

function diagram if we plot the trade union's indifference curves

(cf. Fig 8). As shown in the appendix, the indifference curves

G

TU

lA
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

'---------L------'-------__w
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Figure 8
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are convex downwards and a higher indifference curve represents

a higher level of utility. The trade union will achieve the

highest utility level if it chooses a wage rate that makes the

government's reaction function a tangent to an indifference

curve. In Fig 8 this situation is shown by B with both a higher

wage and a larger government sector than in the case without

employment policies.

The results can also be demonstrated in the wage-employment

diagram (Fig 9). In this diagram the trade union now optimizes

w

E1

Figure 9
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against the steeper employment curve EE, which takes the endo-

genous responses of the government into account. When drawing

the indifference curves we now also have to take into account

that the level of government output no longer is regarded as

given by the trade union but instead as depending upon the wage

rate it chooses. We can therefore draw a new set of indifference

curves taking the response of government output into account.

They must be flatter than the indifference curves drawn for a

given level of government output. The reason is that since a

higher wage rate triggers off an increase in government produc-

tion, a larger decline in employment is now consistent with

unchanged utility. Both the steepening of the labor demand

curve and the flattening of the indifference curves tend to

raise the wage rate. The economy will end up in B.

4.2

Now consider a case where the tax on workers is still held

constant, i.e. w = 0, but where the government aims at a higher

employment than the initial level, i.e. E > E. Then we have

from equations (22) and (23) that

dw*
N

A. >w
(D

G DE) (E E:) 0,
dy A + - A

-
<

w w

dE*
cl

and Cl - 'i)
w

(D
G

+ DE) +
dy 1,

W

r K A
>w

+ I 1 - (1 - y) -,- (E - E:)] - 0
I <l w

(26)

(27)



where

and

A

+ YN
2

U 1> 0
w GG~ .
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; lu + (1 - y)N U +
H cc w cE

w

(27a)

(27b)

The first term in
dw*

If Y > 0 the sign of dy is ambiguous.

(26) is positive. But the sign of the second term is ambigous,

since the first term U
cE

in the expression for A is positive,

while the second -yNwU
GG

lS negative. This second term

captures the following. If y is positive, the trade union takes

into account that a wage rise increases consumption of government

goods. An increase in y implies more consumption of government

goods given the wage. Hence the marginal utility of consumption

of government goods is reduced. This creates an incentive to

lower the wage rate. The smaller is

this effect. Indeed y = 0 or U
GG

and U
GG'

the smaller is

o are sufficient conditions

dw*
for this effect to vanish, in which case dY > 0 unambigously.

The effect on employment is, however, still indeterminate, since

the two terms in the square bracket in expression (25) still

have opposite signs.

The effects in this case are easily illustrated in Fig 10,

where we assume that U
GG

= 0 and y = O. The first term in

expressions (26) and (27) measures the Stackelberg effect and

can be illustrated as the effect of a steepened labor demand

schedule (cf. subsection 3.1 above). This effect tends just as
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w

W4 - - - -- --

J
I
I
I

- - - - - - - - - - - -r
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

Figure 10

E

before to increase the wage and decrease total employment (the

movement from A to D).

The second term is a Nash effect that can be illustrated as

the effect of a parallel rightward shift of the labor demand

schedule. This effect tends both to increase the wage and total

employment (the movement from D to E or E'). The two effects -

- which in this case are analogous to ordinary substitution and

income effects - reinforce each other with respect to employment.
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Hence the wage must rise, whereas employment may rise or

f a lL,

4.3

Finally we consider the case when the government employment

target again coincides with the initial employment level, i.e.

E ; E but where workers have to bear part of the tax burden of

increased government expenditure, i.e. > O. We are then again

looking at the pure Stackelberg effect. Equations (22) and (23)

then reduce to:

dw*
N

w
(U + )

>
(28)ci-::;- U

E
- T U 0,

A G C c <
w

dE*
N

2

and (l 'I)
w

(U
C

+ TCUC)
::: O. (29)

dy
- 1\ u -

E <
w

dw* dE*
The signs of both dY and dy are determined by the sign of

U + U - TU; dU i .
G E w c dG! dw;O

Consequently the effect on both

the wage and employment depends upon the initial size G of the

government sector. If it is smaller than what is optimal for the

dU I
trade union, dC !dw;O > 0, and there will be a wage increase and

a fall in employment. The reason is that by increasing the wage,

the trade union makes a utility gain from the increase in the

size of the government sector that is triggered off through the

policy rule. If the initial size of the public sector is larger

than optimal for the trade union, the opposite result holds.

By comparing equation (28) in the variable tax case with

equation (26) in the constant tax case, it is obvious that when
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the government and the trade union targets coincide, a variable

tax will always have a dampening effect on the wage (the 

term in equation (28». The reason is that a variable tax i.n

this case confronts the trade unlon also with a cost when a wage

increase triggers off an expansion of the government sector.

4.4

As soon as the trade union perceives the employment p o l icy

rule an additional Stackelberg effect is added to the Nash

effect. This Stackelberg effect occurs because the trade union

considers how its wage decision affects the size of the govern-

ment sector. If the initial size of the government sector is

regarded as lower than optimal by the trade union, the policy

rule gives an incentive for wage increases that in fact reduce

employment.l6 Clearly this must happen if the trade union is

not faced with any immediate tax increases when the government

sector expands and does not consider any future costs. In this

case employment policies thus have unambiguously counter-productive

effects. If the government aims for a higher level of employment

than would result without the policy rule, the effects on employ-

ment become ambiguous in the constant-tax case, but the wage

rises even more and the private sector contracts even more.

4.5

In the analysis above we have not specified how changes

in government expenditures not covered by taxes on workers are

financed. We have left it open whe t he r they cause a g ove rrr-
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ment budget deficit or if they are financed through taxes on

capitalists. As long as the trade union is myopic this does

not matter. But it will, as soon as intertemporal considera

tions are introduced.

Consider e.g. the case when a government budget deficit

today is financed through future tax increases for workers or

future reductions of the normal level of government employment.

Then the trade union can no longer make the same simple atemporal

optimization as above. It must in addition take into account

the future welfare losses that are incurred if it sets the wage

in such a way that the employment policy rule is triggered off.

This case can be analyzed within ~ two-period framework with an

additively separable intertemporal utility function where the

constraint is that the government budget has to balance over the

two periods. It is straightforward to show that a sufficient

condition for the policy rule to raise the wage rate in both

periods, if the government and trade union employment goals

coincide (E ~ ~), is that the normal level of government employ

ment G is less than optimal for the trade union in both periods

(the mathematics is not reported here).

As long as there are no investments in the model, taxes

on capitalists have no future effects. But if a link between

capitalists' income and the future capital stock is introduced,

the trade union would have to take into account the effects on

investment that arise if taxes on capitalists are raised to

finance an expansion of the government sector.
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The probability that the introduction of a policy rule

increases the wage also in an intertemporal framework is, of

course, large if the trade union underestimates the future costs

of present government expenditures, or believes that these costs

can be shifted over to future generations.

5 . S~y

One should in general expect systematic employment policies

in the form of fiscal policies that shift the labor demand curve

to have real effects on the normal equilibrium of the economy.

Such policies thus do not only reduce variations in macroeconomic

variables but also affect the average values around which these

variations take place.

We have shown a menu of cases which differ with respect to

the a~sumptions on (1) how ambitious employment policies are;

(2) how changes in government expenditure are financed and (3)

trade union perceptions about the policy rule.

Employment policies are purely stabilizing when the govern

ment accepts the employment level that results from the trade

union's wage decision and when the trade union does not perceive

the policy rule. But if the government aims for a higher level

of employment and/or the trade union perceives the policy rule,

the wage rate is likely to be driven up and the government

sector to expand at the expense of the private sector. It is

quite possible that the economy ends up in a stagflationary

situation where also total employment is lowered.
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Tax changes for workers due to changes in government expendi

ture may have quite different effects under different assumptions

about trade union perceptions. If the trade union does not

perceive the policy rule, a tax increase on workers to finance

an expansion of the government sector tends to increase the wage.

But when the policy rule is anticipated, the wage may increase

for exactly the opposite reason, namely because the trade union

~s confronted with increased tax costs when wage increases

trigger off an expansion of the government sector.

Our analysis suggests a possible interpretation of the macro

economic developments in the smaller European economies with

centralized wage setting. The Nash cases without an t i c i pa t i on s

of employment policies could be regarded as applicable to the

earlier post-war period, when trade unions had not yet learnt to

take employment policies into account. A Stackelberg case where

wage earners drive up wages in anticipation of government policy

responses would seem to catch important aspects of the combined

stagflation and expansion of the government sector in the seven

ties in these economies. This Stackelberg effect is a consequence

of centralized wage setting and could arise in a decentralized

system like in the V.S. only if employment policies are selective

and thus directed towards the individual industry.

Obviously the analysis here represents only a first step.

Several extensions suggest themselves: (1) to examine coopera

tive as well as non-cooperative solutions, which would make it

necessary to introduce a well specified utility function for the
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government, (2) to introduce several trade unions and discuss

the possibility of Prisoner's Dilemma situations and (3) to

introduce the employer side as an active agent in the wage

setting process and analyze explicit wage bargaining situations.
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FOOTNOTES

** We are grateful for comments from participants In the

Institute for Tn t e rna ri ona l Economic Studies Summer Workshop

1982 and from participants in a seminar at the Stockholm

School of Economics as well as from Gene Grossman, Thorvaldur

Gylfason, Assar Lindbeck, Paul Harginson, Andrew Oswald, Mats

Persson, Torsten Persson and Assaf Razin. The research has

been financed by grants from Bankforskningsinstitutet, the

Nordic Economic Research Council and the Bank of Sweden

Tercentenary Foundation.

1. CL e.g. Halinvaud (982) or Sachs (1982).

2. CL e.g. Fellner (1980), Phelps (978) or Sachs (1980).

3. The model here thus lS a theory for the real wage that

would be desired by wage earners when acting as a collective.

It remains to be shown that the actual bargained real wage

ll1 a more complex model moves in the some direction.

4. The analysis would not be qualitatively different if

the marginal productivity of labor was diminishing.

5. Hand b are henceforth suppressed under the function sign.

6. Partial derivatives are given in the appendix.

7. Vc and V
c c

should always be evaluated at the consumption

level w - T.
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8. Partial derivatives are given in the appendix.

9. Cf. also Layard (1982). Alternatively we could, like

Grossman (1981) use a median voter approach. But the results

would be basically the same, as long as the size of the trade

union cannot change endogenously. Note also that our general

formulation of the trade union utility function covers the

special case when the trade union maximizes the wage bill.

It has been shown by Oswald (1982b) that the trade union utility

maximization problem then boils down to maximization of the wage

bill in the case when the trade union runs its own internal un

employment insurance scheme without any government-paid unemploy

ment benefits.

10. Implicitly we thus impose a restriction on the government's

willingness to accommodate wage increases in the government

sector.

11. An implicit assumption above is that the choice of which

workers will be unemployed is both random and repeated fre

quently. If e.g. the same individuals were to be unemployed

period after period, it is hard to see why they would remain

in the trade union and refrain from bidding down the wage rate.

12. a is henceforth surpressed under the function signs since

we focus on cases where a

13. As noted above there exists the possibility that such an

interior solution does not exist. If it is the case that
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(1 - Tw)U
c

+ Nw U
E

< 0 for all 0 < E ~ M, the trade union

obtains maximum utility by setting the wage at the full

employment level. For the reasons given above we do, how

ever, focus on interior solutions.

14. It also "renumbers" the indifference curves, but be

cause of the separability assumption on the trade union

utility fuction it will not change their slopes.

15. Cf. also Calmfors (1982b) where the same result is

derived.

16. Since no utility function for the government has been

specified, the model does not indicate whether G is likely

to be larger or smaller than what is optimal for the trade

union. But it does not seem farfetched to conceive of

situations where the government takes into account the in

terests of both capitalists and workers, and where capitalists

obtain a proportionalely smaller share of the benefits of an

increased government sector than what they pay for through

taxes (note that the capitalists get utility only from the

output of the government sector but not from public employ

ment). Then one would expect the government to choose a lower

G than the trade union desires.
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APPENDIX

Partial Derivatives of the Tax Function

T = ~[~(G - bN ) - N (T - a)] > 0
w E w w

T -3. N T >0
ww E w w

T
GG

- 3. T < 0E G

Tew = ~(l - T - N T ) _.D......:....&> 0
E w w G E

Partial Derivatives of the Utility Function

Set without loss of generality the size of the union's

membership to unity, and let c = w - T. Then

U
c

Ucc EVcc < 0;

V(c) - V(b) > 0 with c > b;

0; and U
cE

v > O.
c

Secon d-Or den Condi tion in the Nash Case
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Slope of Reaction Function in the Nash Case with a Constant Tax

Inserting ~ = 0 in eq. (10) we get

dw*
dG U

cc
+ 2N

UcE w

The slope of the government's reaction function is

1
:yN

w

Since Ucc < 0 and 0 < y < I, it follows that

U cE

dw* dwo < dG < (-)
dG G

i.e. the trade union's reaction function has always a steeper

slope in (w, G) space than the government's reaction function

in this case.

Se cond-Oi-de r Condition in the Stackelberg Case

f\ (l - T + YN
WTG)2

U + 2 (l - y)Nw(l - T + yNwTG)
U -

w w cc w cE

- (T - 2yN
wTwG

+
2

N2 T
GG)

U + /N
2

U
GGww y w c w

(a) y o implies

(b) u o imp lies

f\
w

Ucc
2 2

+ 2(1 - y) UcE + Y Nw U
GG

< 0
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Shape of Indifference Curvet: in Reaction Function uz:aqY'am with

Constant

u = U(w - T, G, N(w) + G) and w 0 ~

dG I
dw du=O

Therefore

d IdG
dw dw du=O
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